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; lake a trip where drinking tne''water is the least

of your Worries. Oil this; tour you'll have aliens

firing photon lasers down your throat.

Shockwave" Assault on PlayStation" has over

.50 minutes of full-motion video. And- puts you in;

photo-realistic locations around the world where

-you can save the planet from alien invasion in 15

different ground-level missions, With checkpoints

that allow you to.continue mid-game.

Don’t call your travel agent for a reservation.
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FROM THE EDITORS

Who's on the Cutting Edge?
You fire!

Video games are heading into a new frontier, and where they

end up will be determined by the decisions made by the key

pathfinder - you. Next-generation gaming isn’t off in some neb-

ulous future, it’s now! So you have to make the big commitment

to a new game system or two if you want to make the leap into

exciting, cutting-edge game action.

As 16-bit game systems inevitably give way to the newer,

faster 32- and 64-bit game systems, you’ll be able to play games

that are better-looking, more complex, and more entertaining, but

you’ll also be faced with major buying decisions. With price tags

ranging from $149 (for the Jaguar) to $299 (for the Saturn), you

can’t afford to buy a system on a whim. Moreover, since you’ll be

building a new compact-disc game library from scratch, you’ll

want to be sure to purchase games that will satisfy your game-

playing cravings, whether it’s to beat some beast to a pulp or to

riddle through thought-provoking puzzles.

The Cutting Edge is a special buyer’s guide presented by

GamePro magazine that’s designed to help you sort out all the info

you need in order to make smart choices about 32- and 64-bit

game systems now. You’ll find info and recommendations by the

editors of GamePro regarding all the high-end hardware currently

out there, including the PlayStation, Saturn, 3D0, Virtual Boy, and

Jaguar. And don’t forget the Ultra 64 coming in the spring and

the Neo«Geo CD - we didn't.

You 11 also find more than 200 previews of games currently

available or due out for these systems. This list is constantly ex-

panding and growing, but you can get an eyeful of information

here that you can use to plan your purchases.

Of course, youll have to do the shopping and the gameplay-

ing necessary to find the right system for you. But that’s the fun

part, isn’t it?

gamepro's cutting edge • spring 1996
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PREDICT THE ULTIMATE AERIAL
WHERE OVER THE MIDDLE EAST.

WE SEE IT HAPPENING
MUCH CLOSER TO HOME.

Obviously, the -Defense Department force, buying and selling 13 different

isn't familiar with Air Combat.’" The
J

types of fighter jets. Increase your

chances of victory, not to mention

survival, by hiring extra wingmen. Then

depart on any of 17 deadly missions, all

world sieged by terrorists. Build your own air without going anywhere near the Middle East.

AIR COMBAT™ & © 1995 Namco Lid. All rights reserved. To lind oul more about Air Combat, catch 'us .on the web al hltp://www.namco com.

Or belter yet. catch a copy on the shell. It you can. PlayStation and the PlayStation logos are trademarks ot Sony Computer Entertainment.

Inc.© 1995 Sony Electronic Publishing. The ratings icon Is a registered trademark of the Interactive Digital Software Association.



SATURN

A solid 32 -bit system from a nroveo game-makintj company,

the Saturn’s particularly attractive ifyou dig Setja arcade games.
By The Whizz

S
ega's proven it can produce

solid gameplaying hard-

ware...and it sure produces a

lot of it. The 32-bit Saturn is

the current crown jewel.

Your $299 buys you a

Saturn unit, one controller,

and a pack-in game. The

first shipment of Satums

came bundled with Sega’s

arcade hit, Virtua Fighter.

This summer, however, Sega

of Japan switched its pack-in

to Virtua Remix (Virtua Fighter

with smoother polygon graph-

ics), and Sega of America will

reportedly follow suit this fall.

The Sega Look
The Saturn’s look is clean and

familiar. The unit’s footprint is

only slightly larger than the

old Model 1 Genesis. CD games

load into the center-mounted

double-speed disc drive from

the top.

The only other prominent

external feature is a top-moun-

ted cartridge slot designed for

a backup memory cart. Al-

though that slot presents tan-

talizing possibilities, including

downward compatibility with

Sega’s 32X and Genesis prod-

uct lines, Sega definitely has

no plans to create Satum car-

tridge games and is still tight-

lipped on the subject of 32X or

Genesis compatibility.

The rear of the system

unit is spartan, offering a ten-

pin AV connector and a large

slot for an MPEG adapter (al-

ready announced in Japan).

The AV is similar to that for

the Genesis 11, so older TVs

will require a special RF adap-

ter. There’s also a mystery port,

reportedly for Satum-to-Satum

gameplay and possibly for on-

line action.

Under the Hood
Beneath its plastic, this 32-bit

unit hefts major gameplay

muscle. Eight custom proces-

sors, including three custom

32-bit Hitachi SH-1 RISC pro-

cessors, power the action. As

you might suspect, parallel

processing wheels and deals

the gameplay data to the spe-

cialized processors. Four mega-

bytes of RAM help push the

processing along.

Sound is where this sys-

tem can sizzle if game devel-

opers take advantage of an

The Sega Saturn!

impressive array of audio as-

sets. The sound system is built

around a Yamaha FH-1 24-bit

digital signal processor and a

Motorola 68EC00 sound pro-

cessor. The Motorola processor

is similar to the CPU in the

Genesis, but this time it’s to-

tally dedicated to sound. Audio

highlights include MIDI (musi-

cal instrument digital interface)

m gamepro’s cutting edge • spring 1996



SATURN

support, QSound support, 32

voices, 8 FM channels, and

other built-in effects.

Geared for Gamers
Hardcore arcade gamers could

parlay their $299 investment

into a major savings in quarters.

Saturn also contains a version

of Sega's Titan Arcade Architec-

ture, so Sega coin-op games

should make a quick, easy tran-

sition. Beyond the aforemen-

tioned Virtua Fighter, Daytona

USA and Virtua Cop are also

currently available. Virtua

Fighter 2, Virtua Racing, and

Sega Rally are in the pipeline.

If you’re a fan of overseas

games, don’t get your hopes

up. Although the American

Saturn is virtually identical to

the Saturn that was released in

Japan (save the standard Sega

of America black plastic cas-

ing), American systems will not

The Saturn controller's stealth-

fighter look features eight

gameplay buttons, including

two mounted in the front, and

a nifty directional pad.

The Saturn uses a Genesis II TV

connector, so TVs without A

V

inputs require a special RF adapter.

T

play Japanese games - or, for

that matter, any other foreign-

made Sega CD.

Saturn's Solid

With the PlayStation priced at

$299 and the 3DO dropping in

some cases to $199, the Sat-

urn’s $299 price tag is com-

petitive at the high end of the

32-bit system price range. But

Sega knows game hardware,

and if you like Sega games,

you should get to know the

Saturn.

Saturn Peripherals

6 Player Multiplayer

Adapter: Two six-player

adapters can be daisy-

chained together!

Arcade Racer: This steering wheel’s a sweet deal for serious vehicle-

sim road hogs. It makes Virtua Racing and Daytona USA totally

different games.

Back-Up RAM Cartridge: The Saturn

cartridge slot is designed to fit this

512-kilobyte memory-backup cart.

gamepro's cutting edge • spring 1996 m



SATURN

Panzer Dragoon
ardcore fans of shooting games have been

.anxious to see what the hot new systems

like the Saturn can do. Panzer Dragoon takes

shoot-em-ups to the next level with stellar graphics and dead-on

tough gameplay.

When the rider of a blue dragon is fatally injured, you mind-

meld with the dying soldier and become the new Sky Rider. To

stop the Imperials, you must ride the blue dragon into battle to de-

stroy the Tower and the deadly Dark Dragon.

Each of the game's seven episodes take place on different

terrain - caverns, jungles, water worlds, ancient ruins, mines, and

so on. Your goal is simple: Survive to the end of the episode and

shoot eveiything in sight to earn as many points as possible.

You don’t guide the dragon’s flight, but dealing with the

plethora of enemies and bosses will keep you occupied. The view

is first person, but from a distance so you can see the dragon and

the rider. The view pulls out from close to medium and long range,

and you also get a side view over the wing and a rear view over

the tail. The weapons arsenal includes a laser gun and homing laser

that you aim with a targering device.

Panzer Dragoon is most notable for its superior graphics.

From the stunning cinematics to the gorgeous background

sceneiy to the lithe movements of the dragon, you'll see exactly

what the Saturn has to offer. CD-quality music and sound effects

are icing on the cake.

available now

'from the stunning cinematics

to the gorgeous background

scenery to the lithe

movements of the dragon,

you’ll see exactly what the

saturn has to offer"

EOT gamepro’s cutting edge • spring 1996



UNBELIEVABLE!
THUMB BREAKS FOUR WORLD RECORDS

By COURT CRANDALL
STAFFWRITER

The living room- At

exactly 8:37 p.m. ET, the

blue guy crossed the finish

line nearly two minutes

ahead of die red guy in

Val d’Isere Skiing and

Snowboarding* to topple

the fourth world record in

two days. It started Friday

night with a record-breaking 140 points

in NBA Jam'“ Tournament Edition,

followed only hours later by a new

speed record in Super Burnout?'

"There is no T in “HAND,” Thumb said.

“Every finger played a role.” By 1 :34 p.m.

Saturday, Thumb added a 14-stadium

reign in Supercross 3Dl” The rest, as they

say, is history.

The deal- Moments after the fourth

record was shattered, sports attorney Bob
Prichard said his client and the sports

world were still far apart in terms of con-

tract negotiations. Prichard cited the dis-

crepancy between his client’s salary and

those of other much less valuable body

parts like the big toe, guaranteed $5.6 mil-

lion per year, and the right eyebrow, which

earns a cool $6.2 million plus incentives.

The injury- “If we were talking

about a pinky, it would be just another

hangnail,” Dr. Arnold Markovitz said.

“But when you’re talking Thumb, you're

talking potential career-ending injury.”

The system- After the tickertape

welcome home parade, Thumb dedicated his

record-breaking performance to the Atari

Jaguar system, and encouraged thumbs

everywhere to hitchhike to their local video

game stores and pick one up for the holidays.

"I'm proud to have left a thumbprint on this system,"

Thumb says. ‘I'll be ready to take on more hockey,

racing, basketball and soccer games soon.”

How The Records Fell

In a mere 48 hours, Thumb propels himselffrom
body part obscurity into sports mythology.
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SATURN

Daytona UStf
by sega

available now

Daytona USA screeches out of

the blocks with nerve-jangling

racing action that's close enough

to the arcade game's to keep

most players very happy.

Two racing modes - Arcade

and Saturn - vaiy the pace.

Arcade duplicates the coin-op

with the same three tracks plus

two cars to choose from. The

Saturn mode turns off the ti-

mer and adds two more cars.

Mirror mode flops the action

by swapping left and right

turns. The view is first person,

but four angles provide variety.

Daytona's 32-bit graphics

feature vivid colors, stomach-

churning 3D tracks, and only a

few problems with pixelation

around the edges. The CD

"nerve-jangling

action that's close

enough to the arcade

game's to keep

players happy"

sound effects are cool, but the

music leaves something to be

desired.

For more realism, check out

Sega’s steering wheel controller.

Despite the lack of a two-per-

son mode, this one’s enough to

exhilarate any racing fan.

Time Warner's

V.R. Virtua Racing
by time wamer interactive

available now

The name's gotta go, but other

than that Time Wamer has a

racing game that brings to the

track more options than most

of its competitors combined.

A ramped-up version of an

arcade classic, this two-player

game includes ten tracks -

three tracks straight from the

coin-op version plus seven new

courses from such locales as

the Acropolis and Diablo

Canyon. You choose from five

progressively faster, more de-

manding cars: a High Speed

Go Kart, Sports Coupe, Sports

Prototype, Modem Formula,

and Formula One 1960.

Four perspectives of the

track enable you to view the

high-speed action from multi-

ple positions in and around

the car. Your views include be-

hind the wheel, behind the car

from the track level, behind

the car from slightly above the

vehicle, and

above the car.

Practice mode

gets you started,

Arcade duplicates

the popular

coin-op game,

and Grand Prix

pits you against 1 5 other

teams in a full season of rac-

ing. New cinematic sequences

highlight the racing action and

provide racing tips and info.
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SATURN

Street Fighter: The Movie
by acclaim entertainment

Saturn and playstation available fall '95

Street Fighter: The Movie’s two-

player head-to-head fighting ac-

tion will be based on the Street

Fighter movie as well as the ar-

cade game of the same name.

The standard Street Fighter

action gets a twist with digi-

tized images from the movie as

Jean-Claude Van Damme, Kylie

Minogue, and crew reprise their

starring roles in the game. The

characters will include Colonel

Guile, Bison, Chun Li, Sagat,

Balrog, Honda, Dee Jay, Ken,

Ryu, Cammy, T. Hawk, Zangief,

Blanka, Vega, and Captain

Sawada. Each fighter will boast

a complete repertoire of special

moves, attacks, and combos.

In addition to the fighting

action, players will be able to

watch scenes from the movie

between rounds.

also available for playstation

Street Fighter: The Interactive Movie
by capcom

satum and playstation

availability dates not

yet announced

also available for playstation

Not much is known yet

about this unusual new

Street Fighter game,

other than the fact that

it’s a definite departure

from the head-to-head

fighting-game genre.

Based on the

Japanese hit Street

Fighter movie, which

included incredible ani-

mations done in the popular

anime style, the early word on

this game is that it will play

somewhat like an interactive

graphic adventure. The stoiy

line will include the opportunity

for players to learn new moves

and for the characters to de-

velop their martial arts skills.

Diehard fans of the game

that started the fighting-game

craze are eagerly awaiting this

latest incarnation on the Sat-

um and PlayStation.

m gamepro's cutting edge - spring 1996
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SATURN

NHL fill-Star Hockey

Sega’s first hockey disc for

the Saturn will include all

26 NHL teams and real

NHL players. Up to 12

players can compete in

seven game modes. You

will be able to coach your

squad, trade and create

players, sign free agents, and

customize your team. Marv

Albert will provide the play-

by-play.

The gameplay will feature

power plays, slap-

shots, wrist shots,

one-timers, penalties,

multiple checks, and

home-ice advantage.

perspectives

rotation for realistic action.

NBfi fiction
by sega

available november

Multiplayer is the way to go

for realism with the next gen-

eration of sports games. Up to

ten roundballers will be able

to dribble downcourt

with NBA Action.

The full-court hoops

action will feature real

players from the 27

NBA teams and two

expansion teams. Head-

to-head hoops and

Tournament options

will be among the

play modes.

The 3D graphics

will offer fully ro-

tational views of
[

the court and

players from one

of 19 perspectives, (.1

including a first-

person view.

Worldwide Soccer

This game's spectacular cham-

pionship soccer action includes

shin-splitting head-to-head

gameplay and arcade-

paced action with 1 2 in-

ternational teams com-

peting in 1 1-, 22-, or

44-game seasons. Up to

four players can compete

in Worldwide Soccer’s Exhi-

bition or Tournament modes.

The action takes place on a

rendered 3D field

that features 12

playable views.

Incredibly smooth

scrolling and

amazing camera

angles add real-

ism while simple

controls enhance

the gameplay.

Pebble Beach Golf Links
by sega

available now

In Sega's first golf disc for the

Saturn, Craig “The Walrus"

Stadler tags along for a round

of 1 8 and offers play hints.

And who wouldn’t want to

tag along in this game? The

digitized graphics of the

courses are stunning.

.Option-rich Pebble Beach

features play for up to four

video golfers, plus seven play

modes, three views (the un-

usual “ball cam” af-

dubs. Track individual and

course records, hole averages,

miracle shots, and more.

"option-rich pebble

beach features play

for up to four,

plus seven modes,

three views, and

a choice of clubs"







SATURN

Virtua Fighter

"sega picked one

its biggest coin-ops

ever to be the

saturn pack-in"

is the polygon graphics. Virtua

Fighter's 360-degree rotating

3D graphics were the first of

their kind, and gave the fight-

ing-game genre an entirely

new look and feel.

by sega

Sega picked one of

its biggest coin-ops

ever to be the Saturn

pack-in. This topnotch

polygon-based fighting

game isn’t the best

new one out there, but

it’s a big leap in quality

from the 1 6-bit brawlers.

Picking from a roster of eight

fighters, you battle to the finish

in the standard best-two-out-

of-three-rounds format. Simple

three-button presses control

your punches, kicks, and blocks.

Virtua Fighter doesn't have a

real combo system, but rapid

button pounding gives you

rudimentary strings of moves.

Special moves and the Stomp

are the keys to victory.

The biggest news about Vir-

tua Fighter for the uninitiated

Virtua Fighter 2
by sega

available winter '95

Virtua Fighter was just a warm-

up for the main act that was

due out last Christmas. Arcade

fighting fans know VF 2 kicks

tail over the original game. If

the Saturn version is faithful to

the coin-op, look for better

gameplay and sharper, clearer

"virtua fighter was

just a warm-up for

the main act"

graphics that include texture-

mapped polygons and all-new

beautiful background scenery.

In addition to the original

eight fighters, VF 2 will include

two new ones. All the charac-

ters will possess additional

moves, though the original

game’s limited combo system

gamepro’s cutting edge • spring 1996



SATURN

Clockwork Knight
by sega

available now

Clockwork Knight isn’t the best

Saturn game out there, but an

intriguing plot and basic plat-

form action provide enough

novelty to satisfy most players.

You're a toy warrior who

must journey through

a series of children’s

bedrooms in search of

(what else?) a kid-

napped princess. The

easy gameplay pits you

against the likes of

building blocks and

defective alarm clocks.

Armed with a large

skeleton key, you run,

jump, push objects, attack, and

throw stunned foes.

If you’re an expert gamer,

head instead for Panzer

Dragoon. If you have time,

though, check out Clockwork

"check out clockwork

knight just to

enjoy the beautiful

3d graphics"

Knight just to enjoy

the beautiful 3D

graphics. The colorful,

cartoon-style animations

bring the toy room to life

in a most delightful way.

Bug!
by sega

available now1

Maze-style games vault to the

next level with an unlikely

hero - Bug. The 3D action/ad-

venture follows an insect who

sets out to rescue his friends

from the evil black widow,

Queen Cadavera.

Bug! weaves through six

acts with a total of 1 8 stages.

To negotiate each area, you

"a crazy crew of

supporting pests

makes the going

pretty buggy"

must cross a series of raised

pathways, figuring out how to

reach various areas and sur-

mount deadly obstacles. Beau-

tiful backgrounds complement

the bright, colorful 3D graph-

ics. A crazy crew of supporting

pests, such as Bee-52s, Fire

Ants, and Dung Beetles, makes

the going pretty buggy.

The future of puzzle-style

gaming should incorporate

many elements of both tradi-

tional puzzle play and ac-

tion/adventure gaming. Bug!

is a good beginning.

gamepro's cutting edge • spring 1996



SATURN

GhenWar
by sega

available fall '95

Earth has been invaded by

hostile extraterrestrials in just

about every futuristic video

game to date. Ghen-

War’s no exception.

This time around the

aliens want to destroy

the planet and take a

few slaves, lip to four

players will travel from

Saturn to Earth in 18

levels, commanding five

warriors fitted with rev-

olutionaiy hypersuits.

GhenWar's graph-

ics include a first-

person 360-degree

view of the weird in-

terplanetaiy environ-

ments from within

your special suit.

Virtua Remix
by sega

available fall ’95

Virtua Remix is just what

it sounds like - a revved

version of the original Vir-

tua Fighter game.

What’s different?

Mostly its looks. You have

the same two-player

head-to-head

same number of tigl

the
.
same gameplay.

gons, though, are enhanced

with greater texture-m

and no breakup. In

fact, they look like

Virtua Fighter 2 poly-

gons. The controls

seem a little tighter,

too, though that may
just be because the

game looks better.

This game may be avail-

able either as a pack-in or

rental only.

Black Fire
by sega

available fall ’95

Black Fire will send you air-

borne through the unfriendly

skies for arcade-style heli-

copter combat. Your chop-

per’s armed to the teeth,

which is essential be-

cause you must battle

and outmaneuver the

enemy in 15 levels of

heavy-duty flying. And the

enemy has equipped its craft

with alien technology.

The first-per-

son, inside-the-

cockpit view of

the action in-

cludes a 360-de-

gree perspective

on the terrain.

Scramble into ac-

tion with up to

four players.

Myst
by acclaim

available September

If you just crawled out of

a cave and haven’t yet

seen it, Myst is the capti-

vating graphic adventure

that’s been on eveiy top-

ten PC game list for a

veiy, veiy long time now.

As the one-player game be-

gins, haunting strains of weird

music provide a backdrop for

the sound of waves lapping

against a dock. From this

point, it’ll be up to you

to explore eveiywhere,

solve a variety of mind-bog-

gling puzzles, and figure out

what the heck the strange is-

land of Myst is all about.

If you’ve played Myst for

the PC or 3DO, there’s nothing

new here. You’ll have to wait

for Myst 2!
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SATURN

3D Baseball '95

by crystal dynamics

satum and playstation

available fourth quarter ’95

also available for playstation

This MLBPA-licensed baseball

game, the first in Ctystal Dy-

namics’ Championship

tal Dynamics used a new

animation process

called Real Motion

Control to capture

hundreds of live-ac-

tion player moves,

photorealistic 3D sta-

diums were modeled

with Silicon Graphics

workstations.

Blood Omen:
by crystal dynamics

satum and playstation

available fourth quarter ’95

Voyage through the dark

side in this quest with a

Gothic horror twist. As

Kain, a reluctant vampire,

you must feed on blood to

maintain your health while

you seek vengeance in the

strange world of Nosgoth.

During your quest, you

morph into vam-

pire, wolf, and

mist forms, depen-

ding on the skills

that circumstances

demand. The ac-

tion is enhanced

by real-rime arcade-style

sword- and spell-slinging com-

bat. More than 25 minutes of

full-morion video and voice-

over add realism.

also available for playstation

Blazing Dragons

also available for playstation

by crystal dynamics

satum and playstation

available fall ’95

This strange graphic misadven-

ture takes Camelot-style action

and gives it a warped twist -

courtesy of Terry Jones, Monty

Python's Flying Circus cast

member and director of The

Life of Brian.

As Flicker, a brave young

dragon, inventor, and squire in

training, you must roam the

bizarre world of Cavelot, com-

pleting quests against bumbling

humans. There will be arcade-

style action in events like

Dragon Thumb Wrestling, plus

puzzles to solve. More than

3000 animation frames endow

the game with a smooth, car-

toon-quality look. Fifteen

hours of character voiceovers

support the action.

Solar Eclipse
by crystal dynamics

satum and playstation

available fall ’95

This Satum outer-space shooter

will feature 3D graphics and

full-motion video of stars

not typically found in

the Milky Way galaxy

(look for Claudia Christ-

ian from the TV series

Babylon 5).

Survival in Solar Eclipse

means battling across a tex

ture-mapped 3D
environment that

includes caverns,

planet surfaces,

outer space, and as-

teroid fields. More

than 40 minutes of

full-motion video is

woven into the ac-

tion via corn-link

communications.

also available for playstation
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SATURN

Defcon 5
by data east

all systems available winter '95

In Defcon 5 you play a soft-

ware engineer whose job is to

activate an automated defense

system on a recently evacuated

planet. When something goes

wrong with the installation,

you’re stranded on the planet.

To make matters worse, a

fleet of alien spacecraft at-

tacks the planet. If you want

to stay alive, you must

figure out how to get

the defense system

back online.

This first-person

shoot-em-up uses ray-

traced, rendered 3D

graphics to combine

action with strategy.

Wing Commander III

by electronic arts

satum available january '96

playstation available november

3do available now

A combination action/adven-

ture and flight simulation, WC
111 puts you aboard the

TCS Victory as a pilot.

This adventure con-

cludes the struggle of the

conflict.

and

first-person-perspective

space battles.

Look for improved

digital stereo sound

and space-combat

sequences en-

hanced with new

camera angles and

better controls.

also available for playstation and 3do also available for playstation and 3do

Parodius
by konami

satum available november

playstation available September

Konami has a histoiy of

creating shooters like Life

Force and Gradius. The

two side-scrolling

shooters in this CD
are delightful paro-

dies of Gradius.

These arcade port-

overs are complete with

disgusting power-ups,

cartoon-style anima-

tions, and bosses that

range from a Vegas

showgirl to a giant

pair of lips.

The game under-

scores the humorous

tone with hardcore

shooting action, and

the two-player simul-

taneous play is a kick.

also available for playstation

Viewpoint
by electronic arts

satum availability date not yet announced

playstation available november

also available for playstation

You may recognize Viewpoint

from its first release on the

Neo»Geo. This six-level shooter

has an unusual
3
/4-overhead

view. The plot line is simple:

To survive, you navigate your

ship past fire bombs, homing

bombs, shock waves, and other

deadly obstacles.

The nonstop two-player

shoot-em-up action includes

your choice of a

variety of ships,

a two-player

cooperative

mode, and

autofire.

"you may recognize

viewpoint from

its first release

on the neo*geo"
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SATURN Advertisement

Grand Slam Baseball
by sega

available fall ’95

Sega’s first baseball game

for the Saturn delivers all

the standard features, in-

cluding all 28 major-

league teams and actual

players. You can compete

in League, Playoff, and

World Series action. And

in the tradition of Sega’s hit

World Series Baseball games,

changing perspectives and

realistic graphics dress up

the action.

"in the tradition of

sega's hit world series

baseball games, changing

perspectives and realistic

graphics dress up the action"

Prime Time NFL Football
by sega

available fall '95

Deion Sanders is on

board with Sega, help-

ing the sports division

design his namesake

game. Up to four play-

ers can tackle this

football game, which

packs in many of the

features found in NFL
'95. Count on real NFL

players and teams,

head-to-head and sea-

son play, and stunning

Saturn graphics.

The Hunt Is On
for underwater terrorists in this

arcade shooter for the Sony PlayStation.

Power up your awesome arsenal of weapons
and go it solo or grab a friend for intense

2-player simultaneous action.



SATURN

Street Fighter Legends
by capcom

satum and playstation

available first quarter ’96

Capcom’s latest Street Fighter

installment, Legends, is coming

to the Satum and PlayStation

early next year.

Legends is a traditional two-

player head-to-head fighting

game with an exciting twist.

The game includes characters

from a variety of Capcom

fighting games - many of

whom have never been pitted

against one another - such as

Birdie

from

Street Fighter game

or Guy and Sodom

from Final Fight.

Two new characters,

Nash and Rose, also

join the World Warrior

competition.

also available for playstation

Dark Legend
by data east

available September

Data East’s first fighting game

for the new crop of systems

casts you as one of 1 1 fighters

from ancient China.

In head-to-head fighting

action, you try to overthrow

an Imperial Warlord. Dark Leg-

end includes special weapons

and unique attack moves, plus

If it

Data

East's first Titan arcade game.

"dark legend includes

special weapons

and unique attack

moves, plus repeat

assault capability"

Rise of the Robots 2

This two-player head-to-head

fighting game sequel has 1

8

new fighting robots, each

with its own personality and

attack abilities - including

weapons and projectiles. In

addition to regular fighting

gameplay, a new tourna-

ment editor allows the

player to further customize

the robots.

Rise 2 features gor-

geous 3D graphics

with an awe-

some metallic

look, plus im-

proved con-

trols for better

robot responsive-

ness and agility.

also available for playstation

by mirage

satum and playstation

available fall '95

Night Warriors: Darkstalkers'

Revenge
by capcom

available december

Capcom’s latest Darkstalkers

game is a horrific head-to-

head fighting thriller.

The Satum translation of

the coin-op includes two-

player head-to-head fighting

with all ten original monsters

and four new playable char-

acters - Dark Hunter, Chinese

Ghost, Killer Machine, and

Space Ruler.

DarkStalkers fans should note

that this game’s enhanced fea-

tures range from

Super Special

moves and Auto

Guard to Chain

Combo and

faster speed.
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SATURN

Rayman
by ubi soft

satum and playstation available fall '95

jaguar available now

also available forjaguar and playstation

Rayman, a cute bug, is trying

to restore peace and harmony

to the world in this huge ac-

tion/adventure game that

spans six worlds and 60 areas.

As he journeys through the

worlds, Rayman gains special

powers and skills that he can

combine and develop. He

needs them, too, as he tries to

outmaneuver more than 50

kinds of enemies.

The ravishing

graphics come to

life with spectacu-

lar animations that

done at more than 60

frames per second. Five in-

dependently scrolling back-

drops create rich, lush back-

ground scenery.

Cyber Speedway
by sega

Get ready to soar in this futur- weapons. You watch the 3D

istic racing game. Hop into the racing from three perspectives

hovercraft and

race the clock,

the computer,

or another

player in one of

six worlds, each

with two tracks.

The five super-powered

hovercrafts you can choose

from are loaded with cool

that place you

at varied dis-

tances behind

the craft. Cy-

ber Speed-

way’s flashy

graphics are

backed up with snazzy tunes

performed by the band By

Gone Dogs.

"the five super-

powered hovercrafts

are all loaded

with cool weapons”

fistal

by sega

available fall '95

In the mystical world of Quar-

tilia, eveiything that exists was

created from gems and jewels

by the god Antowas. The hero

in this one-player action/ad-

venture game is Astal, who

also was created from a jewel.

When Jerado kidnaps Leda,

Astal's girlfriend, the young

hero must rescue her.

Astal relies on strength, spe-

cial moves, and help from a

friendly bird as he battles Jer-

ado's evil cohorts

in beat-em-up-

style action.

The fighting,

though, doesn’t

look like any-

thing familiar. The

beautiful graphics have

a fantasy feel that joins a

cartoonlike slyle with 3D

rendering. The effect is

unique and mystical.
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SATURN

Off-World Interceptor
by crystal dynamics

satum and playstation available winter ’95

3do available now

In the farflung future, you’re

a bounty hunter in a mean

high-tech 4x4 who's chasing

fugitives with

lucrative prices

on their heads.

Your job takes

you on a gut-

pounding trip

through 26

levels of sci-fi

territory that

includes some of the toughest

terrain in the galaxy. Two
players can ride the offroad

range in split-

screen mode.

You choose

from six vehicles

that you arm with

heavy-duty

weapons and

assorted

power-ups.

The first-per-

son action includes a

grille-cam view and be-

hind-the-vehide angles.

Trash talk runs rampant

as you check out the

other drivers in full-mo-

tion video.

"a gut-pounding trip

through 26 levels of

sci-fi territory that

includes some of the

toughest terrain in

the galaxy"

also available for playstation and 3do

Robotica
by acclaim entertainment

available now

The Earth is caught in the iron

fist of a fanatical government

that only understands one lan-

guage-firepower! Robotica

makes you a linguistics expert.

You’re at the controls of a

rough-and-ready robot tank as

you blast your way to freedom

via a first-person perspective.

Robotica features 30 levels of

mazes that are overrun with

deadly robo-adversaries. The

game environment will present

a dark and deadly atmosphere

with an amazing variety of sd-

fi hardware hot on your tracks.

You’ll have to blast a safe

pathway through the mechani-

cal madness with missiles, laser

cannons, and mini guns, as

well as a few surprises you can

find along the way. Robotica

looks explosive.

"robotica features 30

levels of mazes that are

overrun with deadly

robo-adversaries"
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SATURN Advertisement

NFL Quarterback Club '96
By acclaim entertainment

satum and playstation

The updated version of NFL

QB Club hits the field with a

new "smart playbook" of more

than 800 offensive and defensive

plays, signature plays by All-Pro

QBs like Dan Marino and Steve

Young, multiple-season competi-

tion with all 30 NR teams, in-

depth statistics, new “crunch

time" simulations, a

fatigue factor for player per-

formance, and club tips by

NR quarterbacks.

also available for playstation; satum screens may vary

Minnesota Fats Pool Legend
by data east

available fall ’95

Minnesota Fats lent his

mighty moniker to this two-

player pool simulation, which

includes seven classic games

like Eight Ball and Cut

Throat. Digitized and ren-

dered graphics make for an

authentic pool experience.

TONS of HOT Games

©BOH Cool LOW Price

• PC & Mac Games
• Multimedia
• CD-ROM
• Online

It s all about

Entertainment.

PC and Mac

Games. CD-HOM,

Interactive.

Hardware, and

Multimedia

Games Virtual Reality Games

Online Gaming Games PC and Mac
Games Multimedia Games Reviews

Games Hardware & Software Games

Tip Games Cheats Games

Save over 787 Off

—

the cover price!

Subscribe to

rtiiMH

10 issues onlq $14.95*

Call 1-80Q-77Q-3B48 TodaqM

Foreign and Canadian orders, please add either $1 5/year

for surface delivery or $30/year for air delivery (U.S. funds).

Newsstand rate $69.90 (10 issues). Please allow 6-8 weeks
for delivery of first issue.*CDROM not included in this offer.



SATURN

"the first-person

perspective full-motion

video is a knockout"

This first-person, live-action

fighting extravaganza was

filmed on location in Hong

Kong using professional

martial artists.

In the game, you must

retrieve a magic mask by de-

feating three warlords and

six bodyguards in one-player

head-to-head fighting ac-

tion. The first-person full-mo-

tion video is a knockout.

also available for 3do

Supreme Warrior
by digital pictures

satum available march '96

3do available now

also available for 3do; satum screens may vary

Corpse Killer:

Graveyard Edition

by digital pictures

satum available October

3do available now

You're stranded on an exotic

island and all is not well.

You’re dying from voodoo poi-

son, a horde of hungiy zom-

bies wants you, and a mad
scientist is looking for you.

How you resolve this and

other tiying predicaments is

the plot of Corpse Killer.

The graphic adven-

ture-style play for one

promises hours of strategic

mysteiy. The full-motion video

for this twisted adventure

was filmed on location in

the Caribbean, using live

actors and local sceneiy.

satum screens may vary

Like Digital’s other games,

Double Switch is illustrated

with full-motion video and real

actors. The gameplay resembles

an interactive movie, and the

action takes place in real time.

Double Switch
by digital pictures

satum available november

This offbeat mysteiy game

stars Corey Haim and Deborah

Hany.

In it, you roam the

halls of the creepy

Edward Arms mansion

and discover its se-

crets. Rumors abound

of a secret horde of

Egyptian treasure hid-

den within.
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SATURN

"the action is as

satisfying as ever,

and the increased

realism in the graphics

gives the game an

additional edge"

Shinobi
by vie tokai

available September

Ah, Shinobi. What diehard

gamer doesn't fondly remem-

ber Shinobi as one of the

most popular beat-em-up stars

of the Genesis system?

Well, Shinobi's back for the

Saturn. With one-player, side-

scrolling beat-em-up action,

this newest adventure is sim-

ilar to the previous games.

There are lots of hidden

power-ups, special magic,

weapons, big bosses, and

other standard Shinobi fare.

Unlike prior Shinobi games,

though, this game features

live, digitized actors and live-

action full-motion-video clips.

The action is as satisfying

as ever, and the increased real-

ism in the graphics gives the

game an additional edge.

Virtua Cop
by sega

available winter '95

Up to four players can shoot

it out in this home version of

the popular arcade game.

As the Virtua Cop, you tag

bad guys in first-person ar-

eade-slyle shooting action sim-

ilar to last year’s Demolition

Man game. Look for an accu-

rate translation of the coin-op

version’s controls, graphics,

gameplay, and arsenal. The

3D polygon visuals will zoom

in and out during play.

Rumor has it that Sega is

working on a gun peripheral

to go with the game. And

of course Virtua Cop 2 is

no doubt in the works for

a ’96 release.
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SATURN

Dark San
by da la east

satum and playstation available january ’96

Journey to Atbans, an arid

world ruled by sorcerers. In this

one-player fantasy RPG, you

are a slave in the city of Draj,

destined to die as a gladiator

in the arena. You and your

party must find a way to es-

cape and join other rebel

slaves to overthrow the sor-

cerer king’s army.

This port of a highly ac-

claimed ADEtD series game has

also available for playstation

new races with

higher character-

istics and multiple

classes - all of

which tie in with

the series’ world.

The RPG gameplay

comes to life with

elaborate visuals and

enhanced music.

Romance IV features all of

the mind-boggling strategy ele-

ments that are typical of Koei’s

also available for playstation

"romance iv features all of the

mind-boggling strategy elements

that are typical of koei's games”

Romance of the Three
Kingdoms IV: Wall of Fire
by koei

satum available September

playstation available first quarter '96

Koei's newest historical RPG

takes you to the second Han

Dynasty in China. As a ruler,

you must unity your countiy,

expand your kingdom, and

battle rivals.

detailed games - 558

officers to discuss strat-

egy with, scores of sta-

tistics, weapons, variables, 38

rulers to play as, and more.

SimCity 2000
by maxis

available fall ’95

Good news for sim freaks:

Maxis is bringing SimCity 2000

to the Satum, and it looks

like a version worth getting

excited about.

Prepare to design your own

futuristic cities: Build solar

power plants, design under-

ground transportation systems,

raise taxes, construct a zoo,

and more. Of course, in the

midst of all your construction,

you’ll also have to

watch out for earth-

quakes, fires, alien

invasions, and other disasters.

The menu-based sim game-

play is strategic and

absorbing. The graphics

are a step above prior

sim games, and the Sat-

um does them justice.
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SATURN

Vertigo
by scavenger

available October

The Vexiods are

chine, half human beings

that live deep in the un-

derworld of a futuristic

New York City. A deadly

surgical procedure arms

these beings with ad-

vanced technology that

gives them extraordinary mo
tion and flexibility.

In this one-player shooter,

you become a member of one

of six tribes and battle to the

death aboard high-

tech vehicles in an

underworld of sew-

ers. Your goal is to

navigate the sewer

tunnels in the dark

of night and elimi-

nate all enemy clan members

before they eliminate you!

"this simulation-style

game lets you run

your own

amusement park"

Theme Park
by electronic arts

satum and playstation

available fall '95

You’re compeh'ng for business

against 40 rival parks in this

simulation-style game that lets

you run your own amusement

park. To do well, you must

make decisions that'll keep you

on top in six categories, such

as customer satisfaction. Deal-

ing with all the logistics, you

design the park’s lay-

out, attractions, con-

cessions,

and staffing

also available for playstation;

satum screens may vary

fimok
by scavenger

available October

As mercenaiy Gert Staun, you

pilot the Slambird, a futuristic

battle walker armed with

missiles, mini guns, land

mines, time bombs,

and other ground

weaponry, to com-

plete a series of mis-

sions. You’re employed

by the Bureau, a company

that profits during war by re-

cruiting mercenaries and

bounty hunters.

Amok’s 3D

world was built

with a special

BSpace algorithm

that enables you

to change the en-

vironment so that

it stays changed

in future games.

The Horde
by crystal dynamics

satum available winter '95

Crystal first released this game

last year for the 3D0. A one-

player action/strategy

romp, The Horde stars

Kirk Cameron of Grow-

ing Pains as the hero,

Chauncey. Digitized

video of Cameron mixes

with rendered, ^-over-

head sequences as you

battle the Hordlings, a

ravenous bunch who

munch on evety-

thrng in their path -

from cows to huts.

You must save the

land before there’s

nothing left to save.

also available for 3do;

satum screens may vary
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The burning sensation you feel is from your broken ribs, not some fireball.

SAVE HUNDREDS OF DOLL

Eight fighters plus nine bosses equal a lot of people to fight.



ARS ON FIGHTING GAMES

BUY THE RIGHT ONE.

The one with enough phenomenal

reviews to take down an entire forest.

The one with super smooth texture-

mapped polygons performing countless

motion captured martial arts moves at

60 frames per second. The one with four points

^TEKKEN™ & © 1994 1995

a hold of us on the

console with the NTSC U/C

© 1995 Sony Electronic Publishing

of view, whether you're kicking some-

one's butt or getting yours kicked. The

one with some of the most impressive

environments you’ve ever seen, in

arcades or out. The one that’s so tough,

it even knocks out the arcade version. Tekken™.

Namco Lid. All rights reserved To find oul mote aboul why Tekken beals other lighting games lo a pulp, gel
web al http //www namco com Or just gel a hold ol the package. This sollware Is compatible wilh PlayStation™ game

designalion. PlayStation and Ihe PlayStation logos are trademarks ol Sony Computer Entertainment, Inc

The ratings icon is a registered trademark ol the Interactive Digital Software Association.



PLAYSTATION

PlayStation:
WITHnvu

Who knows electronic-entertainment hardware?
Sony - no baloney!

By The Whizz

S
ony’s the new kid on the

video game block, but it

certainly looks like the home-

electronics giant did its home-

work. The PlayStation 's a 32-

bit powerhouse, and it just

looks...cool!

The PlayStation’s $299

price tag covers a system unit

and one controller. For $349,

however, you can buy the ba-

sic system with Ridge Racer

packed in.

Itt in the Chips
The PlayStation ’s gameplaying

power comes from good ol
’

American know-how. LSI Logic

Corporation of Milpitas, Cali-

fornia, designed and manufac-

tured the system ’s custom CPU

microchip, which consists of

three high-performance proces-

sors: an R3000A MIPS 32-bit

RISC microprocessor, a com-

plete graphics engine subsys-

tem, and a high-resolution

full-motion-video decompres-

sion subsystem.

Further boosting the Play-

Station 's processing speed are

a double-speed disc drive, 1

6

megabits of primary RAM, and

8 megabits of V-RAM.

Playing with Style

The PlayStation has style. It

sports a sleek and simple

external look that belies the

complexity of the hardware

within. Fewer chips and fewer

connections speed up coded

game instructions, but thty

also cut down dramatically

on the internal silicon, which

keeps the PlayStation 's size

compact. In fact, this classy

system has a base footprint

that’s smaller in length and

width than this special issue

of GamePro.

The front of the unit is

functional if unspectacular. It

has two slots for controllers or

a mouse. The most interesting

features are two slots above

the controller ports for credit-

card-sized memory cartridges

that save game data.

Ports and
Peripherals
In the rear of the system, you

get standard AV connectors for

video and stereo audio. First-

generation Japanese PlaySta-

tions also featured a built-in

Super VHS video connector,

PlayStation

Memory card: Use these tiny cards to save games and

transport them to other PlayStations.
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PLAYSTATION

The Sony
PlayStation!

The unique PlayStation controller

sports ten action buttons, including

four that are front mounted. Notice

the four directional buttons that

replace the standard circular pad.

an outstanding idea that un-

fortunately was axed from the

American unit as well as sub-

sequent Japanese ’Stations to

keep down costs.

If you own a TV with no

AV outputs, you can purchase

an RF adapter. As with most

game systems, the Sony has

its own mystery port. This

one 's a communications port

that will support 'Station-to-

'Station gameplay via a con-

nector called the Combat

Cable, which is shown below.

PlayStation

Produces
The PlayStation is a lean, mean

game-playing machine. As with

the Saturn, your money’s vety

well spent here, even though

your $299 doesn ’t net you a

pack-in game.

RGB cable: Awesome output deserves equally awesome

output devices.

Combat Cable: No maybes about system-to-system. The

'Station's ready now!
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PLAYSTATION

Tekken
by namco

available november Namco's arcade smash Tekken will be

the best fighting game available for

any of the new systems, according to

early looks at the game. Tekken was the first coin-op to use the

PlayStation’s graphics-driver board, and the home-system version

will boast outstanding 3D texture-mapped, polygon-based graph-

ics that will startle you. Look for the game to have full 360-degree

rotation, instant replays, and super-smooth character

movement played out over gorgeous backgrounds depict-

ing such unusual international locales as the Acropolis in

Greece and Angkor Wat.

Eight warriors - Kazuya, Paul, Law, Nina, Jack, King,

Yoshi-mitsu, and Michelle - will do battle in standard Ar-

cade mode or Two-Player mode. In Arcade mode, each war-

rior must defeat their evil counterpart before facing the end

boss, Heihachi. One of Tekken's strongest points is that ul-

timately you can have 18 selectable fighters to choose from,

including the end boss and the hidden super boss, Super Kazuya.

Each character will bring a set of special moves and combos to

the battleground, including a super move that takes a few seconds

to execute, but will be unblockable and severely damaging when
it connects. In all, expect well-rounded, balanced gameplay.

If fighting games are an important component in your video

game library, look closely at

Tekken before you choose a

next-generation system.

"the best fighting

game available

for any of the

new systems"
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PLAYSTATION

Assault Rigs
by psygnosis

available fourth quarter ’95

In Assault Rigs, up to

eight players will be able

to compete in a future

where conventional sports

have been replaced by

networked virtual-reality

games. You'll pilot one of the

eight Assault Rigs - technolog-

ical wonders created by com-

peting teams of designers,

technicians, and sponsors -

through the World Net in

fast shoot-em-up

action. The Rigs will

have access to more

than 20 unusual,

upgradeable weapon

power-ups, like

bouncing ammo and

oil spills. Fully tex-

tured, light-sourced 3D graph-

ics will illustrate the game’s 50

high-tech zones.

Warhawk

more. The fully rendered 3D

graphics will enable you to

maneuver effortlessly in the

360-degree environment. Bring

your Dramamine.

by sony imagesoft

available October

Warhawk flies high with

action that combines flight

simulation and arcade-

style air-to-air and air-to-

ground combat. Your view

of the game's six missions

will be from a

cockpit perspective.

Navigate through canyons,

super structures armed with

laser-mounted cannons, desert

encampments protected by

anti-aircraft guns and

high-speed tanks, and

Wipe Oat
by psygnosis

available October

Formula One racing takes a

gut-wrenching leap into the

future - namely, the Formula

3600 Anti-Gravity Racing

League - in Wipe Out.

You'll choose from

eight customized vehi-

cles (armed with one

of nine randomized

weapons) and race through

ten antigravity tracks laden

with hang-ten jumps and hair-

pin twists and

turns. The play

modes range

from time trials

and practice cir-

cuits to champi-

onship leagues.

And these babies

fly over gor-

geous 3D texture-

mapped graphics.

Novastorm
by psygnosis

available September

Novastorm did a pretty good

job conquering the PC, 3DO,

and Sega CD. In this version,

Psygnosis promises the

high-tech shoot-em-up

action will include more

power-ups, an obscene

array of smarter weap-

onry, and tougher bosses.

Play modes include a

two-player team option

that comes in handy be-

cause your enemy’s shot

accuracy improves as

you get better.

You can also ex-

pect the stunning,

first-person 3D

graphics to leave

you just a bit

dazed afterwards.
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KEWfor
Sega Saturn™

and the

PlayStation™
game console.

Get ready ior one serious

See-Pood Cocktail.

it’s GE2, your bug-munching,

tongue-lashing alter-ego. Oh yeah, we got

Hungry—Man portions of pop-culture

cheese all right. With late nigit TVfreaks

like Gamera and Flatulence Man. But

it’s our special sauce—over 300 hilarious

one-liners and sound effects from HBO®

comedian Dana Gould—that give

gex major altitude.

So ferget about

good taste. And go

with the skanky

bug du jour

DYNAMICS'
Week out out cool Web site at hllpAWwwcwlalil.com Ccyslal Dynamics, the Ciystal Dynamics logo. GEX. and Ihe GEX image are (rademarks al Crystal Dynamics. Inc. ©1995 Ciystal Dynamics. *11 eights reserved.



PLAYSTATION

by namco T ike Namco's other arcade hit Tekken, Ridge

available now -L*Racer for the PlayStation is set to finish

first. A port of Namco’s awesome arcade rac-

ing game, this is a must-drive for everyone.

The high-speed, one-player action includes a 1 2-car jam and

a two-car race against the CPU. Although you get four cars to

choose from, you race on only one track. Fortunately, it’s massive.

More tracks would have given Ridge Racer nice variety, but you

can add or subtract extra laps, and you can also add lengths by

beating the clock at various checkpoints. You can also up the car-

selection roster to a dozen metal beauties ifyou get a perfect score

on Galaxian, the shooter that

you can play while the disc is

loading. Other track and car

options become available

when you win all the races.

A first-person view puts

you right on the track, which

makes the hairpin turns and

straightaways fast and re-

alistic. Racers who tend to-

ward carsickness

may prefer the al-

ternate behind-the-

car perspective. Textured polygon graphics kick asphalt,

despite a few glitches with the sprites and occasional

slowdown. Heavy-hitting tunes and sound effects, like

the helicopter that swoops in from overhead, rev the rac-

ing action. If you qualify, you might even get to race in

the elusive black Lamborghini.

"namco's awesome

arcade racing

game is a

must-drive for

everyone"
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f.
How long can you go with-

out sleep? Because if you even

blink, Baron Dark's

diabolical dream will

annihilate your world. And the

human race is looking to you to reclaim

the powerful Lightstar Crystal. Not to mention his death

squad of Skeleton Warriors!"

These guys don't have a forgiv-

,

‘

'

ing bone in their bodies, so

with over 20 levels of gruesome

j-Dgamage, you may lose your

~ I mind in a sleepless hell. But

if you're defeated, it's a sure bet you'll be sleeping with

the enemy. For eternity,

http://www.playmatestoys.com.

SEGA SATURN

id associated trademarks and copyrights are owned by Landmark Entertainment Group and used under license. 1 996

lainment Group. All Rights Reserved. SegaandSega Saturn are trademarksotSEGAENTERPRISES, LTD. All Rights Reserved.

Developed lor Playmates Interactive Entertainmentby Neversoft Entertainment. Neversoft Entertainment is a trademark olJCM Productions,
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PLAYSTATION

Battle firena Toshinden
by sony computer entertainment

available September

Sony’s first entry in the head-

to-head fighting-game sweep-

stakes for the advanced systems

is another polygon cruncher.

One or two players choose

from eight fighters, ranging

from the beautiful whip-toting

Sofia to the young samurai Eiji.

Each fighter has an ultimate

death move and displays an im-

pressive array of martial arts

moves, combos, and signature

moves. In addition, every fighter

carries a unique weapon - and

sometimes one in each hand.

Striking visuals include a

fast-zooming camera that

whirls you through a massive

texture-mapped 3D landscape.

The large characters move

quickly and with virtually

no slowdown.

Although it isn't quite

as good as Tekken or

some of the other new

fighting games on the

block, Battle Arena Tosh-

inden is a great game.

Mortal Kombat 3
by sony computer entertainment

available fall '95

"based on its

namesake arcade

game, mk 3 will

feature nearly pixel-

perfect gameplay"

When Mortal Kombat 3 hits

all the game platforms this

fall, the version to watch will

be the one released for the

PlayStation.

Based on (what

else?) its namesake ar-

cade game, MK 3 will

feature nearly pixel-

perfect gameplay. The

seven new warriors

have special moves,

finishing moves, Ani-

malities, Friendship

moves, Babalities, and

more. In addition, the

game includes special

Kombat Kodes and an encryp-

tion system that hides special

secret powers. Plus, a Run but-

ton ramps the gameplay to

faster, more intense levels.

The PlayStation’s processing

power has the ability to give

gamers the most authentic port

of Mortal Kombat to any home

system to date. Finish ’em!
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PLAYSTATION

Psychic Detective
by electronic arts

playstation and 3do available fall '95

This graphic adventure is an

unusual whodunit with a

mind-blowing twist. As the

psychic detective, you piece to-

gether solutions to mysteries by

revisiting the scene of the

crime... through the eyes of

your suspect.

Psychic Detective's first-per-

son perspective and interactive

gameplay are realistically pre-

sented with live actors in full-

motion video as you interro-

gate murder suspects

and ferret out clues

at each crime scene.

Special effects illus-

trate the strange psy-

chic happenings.

fiir Combat
by namco

available September

Based on another of Nam-
co’s arcade classics, this hit

jet-combat simulator is set

to soar as one of the first

games for the PlayStation.

The first-person-perspective

flying includes 1 7 missions

and a new story line. Air

and sea battles, ground and

air targets, and the cockpit

controls feature 3D graphics.

You can choose from more

than a dozen planes.

"the first-person-

perspective flying

includes 17 missions

and a new story line"

Cyber Sled
by namco

playstation available October

satum availability date not yet announced

Cyber Sled’s PlayStation ar-

mada consists of six indi-

vidually piloted sci-fi tanks

that hunt each other across

weirdly colored geometric

landscapes.

In each of four selec-

table mazes, you steer

from a first-person cockpit

view or a behind-the-sled

perspective, using your

basic arsenal of lasers,

shields, homing

missiles, and more.

Two-player

split-screen mode
should be a riot of

fast and fren-zied

fighting as you

pursue each other.

also available for satum

Syndicate Wars
by bullfrog productions

available winter '95

In the year 2096, Mind

Chips - small micro-

chips that control peo-

ple - are the latest

breakthrough. In Syn-

dicate Wars, you con-

trol a group of mind-

altered agents armed

with an array of cyber-

netic enhancements

and futuristic weaponty.

Syndicate's two-

player action takes place

in real time and mixes

strategy and action/ad-

venture. You’ll explore

some 50 cities, gather

weapons and special

items, and race for con-

trol of the New World.
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Jumping Flush!
by sony computer entertainment

available October

"with every leap you'll fly

hundreds of feet into the air

and then watch the ground

come rushing toward you"

What’s up, doc? You're up -

way up - in a huge mechanical

rabbit. Your long-eared mech is

actually a mean battle machine

in which you take on a weird

world full of bizarre adversaries.

Playing from a first-person

perspective you bounce your

strange rabbit mech onto ele-

vated platforms scattered

across colorful 3D landscapes.

With every leap youll fly hun-

dreds of feet into the

air and then watch the

ground come rushing

toward you as you land.

You also get breath-

taking skyward views as

you scan the air above

for enemy action. Keep

your eyes open for

strange foes such as

bombardier ducks and

missile-hurling giraffes.

On some levels, you'll

even have to do

some fancy Doom-

style maze work.

The Raiden Project

whelming, but you’ll be able

to return fire in megadoses by

grabbing differently colored,

floating power-up crystals to

create major firepower. Raiden’s

a project for thumb-action

pilots everywhere.

by sony computer entertainment

available September

Old shooters never die, they

just fly onto new platforms.

The Raiden Project relaunches

two great arcade shoot-em-

ups - Raiden and Raiden 11
-

for serious blast-from-the-past

air-combat thrills.

You command a quick and

deadly jet aircraft in a

one-person war against

unknown aggressors. The

overhead-view action is

set in an oblong, rectan-

gular window, just like in

the arcade versions.

As you move over the

terrain (toward the top of

the screen), enemy gun

emplacements and tanks

pop into view and inter-

ceptor aircraft zoom

down toward you. The

hail of shots looks over-
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PLAYSTATION

Darkstalkers
by eapcom

available november

Based on the popular arcade

game, Darkstalkers pits players

in head-to-head combat

against legendary beasts of

fantasy. The ten combatants

include a vampire, a samurai

ghost, a Canadian sasquatch,

and a Scottish demon.

The one- or two-player ac-

tion is the standard two-out-

of-three-round fighting-game

setup. Each wicked warrior

possesses an array of special

moves, but this

version also adds

freshness to the

fighting action

with new fea-

tures like midair

blocking, special

moves that you can

charge during battle, and

an all-new combo system.

A success meter gauges

just how good you are.

X-Men: Children of the fitom
by acclaim entertainment

playstation and satum available first quarter '96

X-Men: Children of the Atom

sets the fighting-game stage

with ten comic-book stars, in-

cluding four X-Men (Wolverine,

Cyclops, Psylocke, and Storm)

and their foes (Omega Red,

Spiral, Silver Samurai, Sentinel,

Ice Man, and Colossus).

This arcade port borrows

liberally from its comic book

and animated television series

brethren. As well as featuring

animation based on both

sources, X-Men includes digi-

tized voiceovers by actors from

the animated series. The two-

player action offers

standard features and

special moves. Auto-

blocking and other fea-

tures make X-Men an

equal-opportunity fight-

ing game for players of

vaiying abilities.

also available for satum; playstation screens may vary

Fox Hunt
by capcoin

playstation and satum available november

Fox Hunt, a major change of

pace for Capcom, is a humor-

ous interactive-movie game

that spools James Bond spy

thrillers. The stoiy line revolves

around a spy-thriller adventure

starring Timothy Bottoms and

George Lazenby.

As the game's hero, you

must make real-time decisions

and choose between multiple

gameplay paths as you gather

also available for satum

dues to solve the plot.

To rev the action, Fox

Hunt adds more than 20

fight and action sequences

where you battle the vil-

lains. The gameplay in-

cludes skydiving, shoot-

ing, chase scenes, and

skiing. And yes, these

screens are from the

game, which incorpo-

rates more than three

hours of movie footage.
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Him who is Jim is back
—and tastier than
ever before.

Unlike some otber games
that we could mention. Earthworm
Jim 2™ has no fat, fillers, or cheap by-
products. Using our private recipe,

we've carefully blended stunning
graphics, humor, outrageous tunes,

amazing game play, and one butt-

kicking annelid to create the ultimate

gaming feast. Grab a copy and dig in

to this meal for your mind.

Hey, killer games aren't rare
they're served well done
dike EarthwormJim 2)!

http://www.playmatestoys.com
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PLAYSTATION

NBfi Jam Tournament Edition
by acclaim entertainment

playstation and satum available fall '95

Built for speed, the next-gen-

eration systems are perfect for

coin-op translations like NBA
Jam TE.

Jam's two-on-two arcade-

style hoops action is fast paced

and realistic. These versions

will include picture-perfect

replicas of the arcade graphics,

complete with scaling and dig-

itized pics of all 1 20 NBA su-

perstars in the updated roster.

also available for satum

Watch for new hid-

den characters and

a playable rookie

team called the

"Hot Spots.”

Additional

power-ups and

outrageous special

moves should further en-

hance the gameplay.

These are likely to be

the best home versions of

this arcade hit to date.

Mortal Kombat II

by acclaim entertainment

playstation and satum available fell ’95

Get ready to finish ’em as one

of the top head-to-head fight-

ing games of all time makes a

fall debut for the PlayStation

and Satum.

The action will include

all 14 arcade characters, plus

Baraka, Kitana, Reptile, and

other kombatants. Expect the

standard fighting gameplay to

be enhanced by Friendship

moves, Babalities, finishing

moves, combos, and hidden

characters. Acclaim also pro-

mises these discs will feature

additional animation frames as

well as enhanced graph-

ics and sounds.

Which version is bet-

ter - MK 11 or MK 3?

Play ’em head-to-head

on the PlayStation and

decide for yourself!

also available for satum; satum and playstation screens may vary

also available for satum, jaguar cd, and 3do

Primal Rage
by time wamer interactive

all systems available november

In the PlayStation and Satum

translations of Rage, look for

outrageous two-player head-

to-head fighting action with

all seven original dino fighters

from the arcade (Sauron, Dia-

blo, Armadon, Talon, Vertigo,

Blizzard, and Chaos).

Games for both systems

should include all the arcade’s

popular moves, combos, and

finishing sequences - including

Chaos's intre-

pid use of his

bodily func-

tions. The

graphics will

closely dupli-

cate the ar-

cade version ’s, using the

same stop-motion ani-

mation technique to

create 3D characters

that move realistically.
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PLAYSTATION

Starblade filpha
by namco

available january ’96

Namco’s rolling out all its

classic arcade hits for the

PlayStation. Starblade

Alpha, currently a hit in

Japan, will feature the

same first-person, fixed-

path, space shoot-em-up

gameplay as the arcade,

Sega CD, and 3DO versions

of the game. The graphics look

similar to Star Wars and other

3D polygon-based shooters.

The “Alpha” reference

in the title manifests as

two extra missions and

CD-juiced sound.

Shock Wave
by electronic arts

available fall ’95

When extraterrestrials attack

Earth, you’re one of the

planet's last hopes. As pilot of

an F-177 space fighter,

your job is to gun down

aliens across the planet.

All the locations were

created using aerial pho-

tos and geographical data,

so expect to do battle over

the photorealistic scenery of

such areas as Egypt and the

Congo. The game-

play is interspersed

with beautifully

cut video clips. As

a bonus, you get

Operation Jump-

gate in this ver-

sion, which adds

five extra missions.

Razorwing
by 11-space

available december

Razorwing is a campaign-

based action/adventure game

featuring first-person alien-

busting in an antigravity tank.

The play modes include Instant

Action, which is fast-paced

arena combat, and Campaign

Play, a series of missions. Play-

ers choose from four armored

hover tanks as they cross real-

istic 3D terrains in four worlds.

The sci-fi action happens in

real time.

"players choose from

four armored hover

tanks as they cross

realistic 3d terrains

in four worlds"

Spot Goes to Hollywood
by virgin interactive entertainment

playstation and satum available fourth quarter '95

Cool Spot returns in an

effervescent action/adven-

ture platform game set in

Tinseltown. When Spot gets

sucked into a reel of movie

film, anything can - and

does - happen.

Spot treks through more

than 40 levels, taking down

Tinseltown's toughest and

solving puzzles. The settings

include gags on such classic

films as Mutiny on the

Bounty, Aliens, Star Wars,

Dracula, and Franken-

stein. Expect each level to

include multiple game-

play paths, secret pas-

sages, and bonus areas.

also available for satum
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PLAYSTATION

Road Rash
by electronic arts

available november

Video gaming’s premier motor-

cycle racer tears onto the Play-

Station with all the features

that made it a classic. Careen

through Northern California

across five photorealistic, tex-

ture-mapped tracks (the City,

the Sierras, the Peninsula, Napa

Valley, and the Pacific Coast

Highway). Anything goes, in-

cluding whaling on your oppo-

nents with fists, chains, dubs,

and other weapons.

In addition to the

beautifully detailed

courses, the game

kicks into high gear

with live-action video

sequences, hard-driving

music from six AftM bands

like Soundgarden, and two

full-length music videos

from Paw and Swervedriver.

Twisted Metal
by sony imagesoft

available october/november

In demolition-derby action

with a futuristic bent, this

two-player game straps you

into the driver’s seat of a low-

tech vehicle armed with a

deadly arsenal of high-tech

weapons. The 12 machines

range from ice cream trucks

and police cars to motorcycles

and taxis. The weaponry, how-

ever, is heavy duty — you're

armed and dangerous with

missile launchers, machine

guns, and flame throwers.

You can use four views to

scream through five 3D worlds

and blow up opposing vehicles

before they destroy you.

A boss vehicle awaits

you in the final round.

The PlayStation Combat

Cable will enable two

players to twist some

metal head to head.

Destruction Derby
by psygnosis

available december

Combine stock-car racing with a

demolition derby, and you get

Destruction Derby. In this multi-

player game (using the multi-

player link), recklessness pays.

With the crowd baying for

blood, the racing is dangerous,

demented, and destructive.

There are no rules, no limits,

and no stopping as you drive

your competitors into the

ground. The graphical details

include exploding debris,

sparks and

smoke, and

ultrarealistic

dents and

smashes.

High-octane

mayhem never

so good.
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PLAYSTATION

The Journeyman Project:

Director's Cut
by sanctuary woods

playstation available winter ’95

satum availability not yet announced

As Agent 5 of the Temporal

Protectorate, you travel

through time in this one-

player sci-fi game to explore

six photorealistic worlds.

You’ll visit a prehistoric secu-

rity station, an underground

military complex, and a Mart-

ian mining colony.

The game incorpo-

rates strategy and

puzzle elements with

live-action video se-

quences and 3D vir-

tual-reality gameplay.

Journeyman Project

includes both fly-

through and walk-

through action.

also available for satum

Ripper
by take 2

available first quarter ’96

It’s far in the future and a serial

killer is roaming the streets of

New York eviscerating the

minds of his victims.

In this one-player, in-

teractive graphic adven-

ture, you pursue the

madman’s trail through

cyberspace, police head-

quarters, and even the mind

of one of the Ripper’s victims.

Solving the case means completing a

variety of action-

oriented puzzles

and surviving ar-

cade-style combat

to reach one of

four endings. The

full-motion video

for the game stars

Karen Allen.

"alien trilogy combines

the plots of the

three alien movies"

filien Trilogy
by acclaim entertainment

playstation and satum

available winter ’95

also available for satum

As Ripley, you navigate through

1 8 grueling levels of first-per-

son run-n-gun action.

The Doom-style gameplay

combines the plots of the

three Alien movies. You ex-

plore mazelike areas armed

with an automapper, special

weapons, and other tools that

help you survive encounters

with face huggers,

chest bursters, and

the rest of the aliens.

Steel Harbinger
by mindscape

playstation available june ’96

satum available winter ’96

It’s hundreds of years in the

future and strange objects are

falling from the sky, send-

ing forth metallic tendrils

that invade organic matter.

Only one part-human, part-

alien girl can save the

world in this unusual

shooter. Steel Harbinger

features a
3
/4-overhead

view, 3D graphics, and a

360-degree perspective. The

half-human,

half-alien hero-

ine walks the

landscape and

destroys alien

invaders with

weaponty that

fires straight

from her...body.

also available for satum
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PLAYSTATION

Krazy Ivan
by psygnosis

available fourth quarter '95

It’s 2086, and you're Krazy

Ivan, a Russian soldier in a

40-foot-tall, 50-ton mech war-

rior. A group of Russian scien-

tists has momentarily lowered

the force fields of the alien

invaders, and you’re off on a

suicide mission to wipe them

out and recapture occupied

territory.

In this two-player game, the

view of the five battle zones is

first person from within the

mech as you eradicate

the aliens, rescue

human survivors,

upgrade

weapons, and

explore the tex-

ture-mapped 3D

environment. Espe-

cially fluid movement

and realistic graphics make

this one of the most excit-

ing mech games to date.

Doom
by williams entertainment

playstation available October '95

satum available fourth quarter '95

ultra 64 available spring ’96

In case anyone still needs a

description of this phenome-

nally popular

one-player

game, you’re a

Marine on a

crusade against

evil. The 3D

action is run-n-

gun across more than 20

mazelike levels of hell. From a

"from a first-person

perspective, you

blow away demons,

monsters, and bosses"

first-person perspective, you

blow away demons, monsters,

and bosses with

an arsenal of

weaponry that

you collect. The

survival-of-the-

fittest madness

makes Doom
one of the most addictive

games of all time.

also available far satum and ultra 64; playstation screens may vary

Ballblazer X
by lucasarts

available spring ’96

Sports competition goes futur-

istic in Ballblazer X, an incredi-

bly fast multiplayer game that

requires nerves of steel and,

well, balls.

The International Ballblazer

Championship of the year

3097 takes place on an

artificial asteroid. Competitors

from around the galaxy vie for

the title of Masterblazer.

From a first-person perspec-

tive, each contestant pilots a

rotofoil, a sci-fi

variant on the

Hovercraft. The

goal of each

tournament dif-

fers, but superior

piloting skills and

a cast-iron stomach are

always required.
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Frank Thomas
Hurt" Baseball
by acclaim entertainment

playstation and satum available fall '95

PQfi Tour Golf
by electronic arts

playstation and satum available fall '95

“Big Hurt” Baseball is be-

ing crafted with help from

Frank Thomas and Ac-

claim's new motion-cap-

ture technology (shown in

the oval inset).

The seven gameplay

modes include Regular Season,

Playoffs, and Home Run Derby.

The game fields 700

MLBPA stars with up-to-

date stats.

also available for satum

This port of the popular

PC game includes

Stroke, Skins,

Match, and Tour-

nament play. You

get course fly-bys,

multiple views of

each shot, and a ball

cam. The game’s digi-

tized graphics depict such

PGA pros as Craig Stadler

and Fuzzy Zoeller. Up to

four golfers can tee off to

play on rendered 3D courses.

abo available for satum

PowerSports Soccer
by psygnosis

available winter ’95

It’s still early in the game for

Psygnosis’ first soccer simula-

tion, but Power5ports Soccer

emphasizes beautiful anima-

tions and

can expec

disc to com-

bine coaching

and manage-

ment game

strategy with

arcade-style on

field action.

Goal Storm
by konami

playstation available winter ’95

satum available spring ’96

Currently available in Japan,

this game is part of Konami's

new all-pro sports lineup. This

entry in the soccer sweepstakes

has polygon-slyle characters

and action that includes stan-

dard soccer-style play with

multiple teams.

The innovative graphics, un-

usual camera angles, and view-

ing perspectives bring some-

thing new to the genre.

abo' available for satum

FIFff Soccer '96
by electronic arts

playstation and satum available fall ’95

EA hit it big last year with

FIFA for the 3D0. Soccer ’96

has many of the same fea-

tures: a variety of camera an-

gles, international league play

with 300 accurately rated in-

ternational teams, and 15 min-

also available for satum

utes of live soccer action in

full-motion video. Improve-

ments on the original game

include new player animations

and enhanced sound effects.

Two players can jam on the

PlayStation, but six can kick

off on the Satum.
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PLAYSTATION

Kileak the DNfi Imperative
by sony computer entertainment

available September

This one-player, Doom-style

dungeon blaster seeks to get

seriously down with 3D first-

person graphics and deadly

gameplay.

In fact, Kileak’s truly deep.

You’ll bust into an under-

ground fortress and keep head-

ing down - straight down!

You’ll have to find your way

through murderous mazes filled

with well-armed mechanical

horrors. A limited energy supply

will keep you moving.

Kileak’s out for blood.

ReBoot
by electronic arts

available first quarter '96

Based on the popular Satur-

day-morning cartoon, ReBoot

takes players to Mainframe, a

city in a magical elec-

tronic world.

A strange plague

called The Game is en-

gulfing areas of Main-

frame. So the sprites

inside are transforming

into game characters

and compering with

The User.

The one-player ac-

tion ranges from jet

flying to one-on-

one b-ball action.

Stunningly realis-

tic computer-

generated 3D
graphics mimic

the show’s look.

Team 47-GoMan
by 47 tek

available november

One of the PlayStation's most

innovative games comes from

a new company called 47 Tek.

Team 47-GoMan puts you in-

side building-sized mechs to

vanquish huge alien monsters.

You can play GoMan as an

action/shooter, a head-to-

head fighter, or a strategy

game in settings like Tokyo,

New York, and Hawaii.

Amazingly fluid move-

ments, detailed creatures, and

thoughtful gameplay add up

to a potential PlayStation

powerhouse.

figile Warrior: F-111X
by virgin interactive entertainment

available fourth quarter ’95

Climb into the F-lllX’s cockpit

and prepare for ten missions

of flight-sim shooting action.

As a pilot in a covert squadron,

you’ll engage in international

combat as you unravel a mas-

sive conspiracy.

Armed with cluster bombs,

napalm, and missiles, your sor-

ties will include air and ground

assaults, dogfights, surgical

strikes, and a nuclear standoff.

Live-action video and 3D
texture-map-

ped graphics

blend with 20

minutes of

cinematics to

create an eye-

catching look

and game.
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Parents yell at you.

Teachers yell at you.

But when 10,000 rock ’n’ roll fans yell at you,

you’ll probably pay attention.

a little more

noise from our

fun &
(james

dept.

When you play Quest for Fame, keeping up with the rock band Aerosmith is

only part of the challenge. You’ve got to jam your way out of your bedroom and

onto their world tour. But you don’t need a guitar, because the Virtual Pick

can be used on just about anything. Look, it’s rock ’n’ roll, it’s fun and it's

something that could drive your folks nuts. What more do you want? ^ Check

it out on the Internet at http://www. software.ibm.com To purchase, visit your

local retailer or call 1 800 426-7235 (source code 5218).

IBM Is a registered trademark of International Business Macttlnes Corporation, © 1995 IBM Corporation.



PLAYSTATION

Sentient
by psygnosis

available februaty ’96

This combination of ad-

venture, strategy, and role

playing presents a differ-

ent challenge for many

console gamers.

Disaster has struck a

mining colony in outer

space, and your job is to

make the decisions that will

save it.

Here’s the unique part: In

Sentient, gaming happens in

real time. While your

character is doing

one thing, other

characters are doing

things in various

areas of the colony.

As the game de-

velops, you’re drawn

into an intriguing whodunit

plot at a pace that's beyond

your control.

"your far-out vehicle

flashes along rails

of light in this

3d sci-fi racer"

CyberSpeed
by mindscape

playstation available november

satum available summer '96

Like other game developers,

Mindscape is turning toward

high-tech racing for the Play-

Station and Satum.

Maximum velocity is what

you'll strive to achieve as your

far-out vehicle flashes along

rails of light in this 3D sci-fi

racer. Your competitors will

try to force you into early

retirement with demoli-

tion-derby-style

combat.

also available for satum

Johnny Mnemonic
by sony imagesoft

availability date not yet announced

Johnny has 1 2 hours to down-

load the confidential code

onto the memory chips

that are implanted in his

brain.. .or he dies.

Based on this sum-

mer’s flick and the short

story by cyberpunk guru

William Gibson, Johnny

Mnemonic is a one-player,

full-screen, interactive

action/adventure game.

Full-motion video with a

seamless, intuitive

window interface

enables players to

venture from one

live-action scene

to another.

Parasite

available first quarter '96

Parasite is a film noir thriller

with a twist.

You’re just an ordinary guy

until you become possessed by

an alien law enforcer.

While you help him solve

his case and find under-

cover extraterrestrials, he

slowly mutates your

body until you don't

even recognize yourself.

As you roam the

streets in this one-player

graphic adventure, you’ll

notice that the dark,

fully rendered 3D

graphics include

some unusual

special effects.
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PLAYSTATION

ESPN Extreme
by sony imagesoft

available September

Based on the popular show

that airs on ESPN? this game

pits players against treacherous

outdoor courses on in-line

skates, mountain bikes, skate-

boards, and street luges. You

race in San Francisco, Lake

Tahoe, Hollywood, Utah, Rome,

and the South American jun-

gles. Victories yield the much-

needed cash to purchase better

equipment.

You compete from a Road

Rash-style behind-

the-racer perspec-

tive. Two-player

split-screen ac-

tion juices the

intensity. Hard-

driving music,

commentary from

ESPN announcers, and

hidden bonus levels help

make this game extreme

entertainment.

Shredfest
by electronic arts

playstation available january ’96

3do availability date not yet announced

Shredfest is snowboarding for snowboard meceas from around

couch potatoes. Up to four the world. Likewise, you choose

players can compete in six your equipment from designs

levels of

snowboard-

ing events,

including

trick and

speed competitions.

The action takes place in

eight resorts modeled after

"shredfest is

snowboarding for

couch potatoes"

used by real snowboard

manufacturers like Sims

and Nitro.

Pros offer gameplay

tips on the various

events, and licensed rock tunes

and videos lend atmosphere to

the gameplay.

also available for 3do

Blades of Rage
by ocean

playstation available fourth quarter '96

satum availability date not yet announced

also available for satum

This helicopter flight sim is set

in the near future, a frighten-

ing time when maniacal dicta-

tors and random violence pre-

vail in the world.

You’re both pilot and tacti-

cian as you fly missions for an

agency that’s trying to restore

peace. The six custom chop-

pers that you can choose from

each have unique, experimen-

tal weapons systems.

You get a first-per-

son view of the ac-

tion during the varied

day and night mis-

sions, which range

from transport jobs

to assassinations.

Realistic effects should make

Blades of Rage an intense aer-

ial experience.
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PLAYSTATION

Total Eclipse
by crystal dynamics

playstation and 3do available now

The new systems are taking

space shooters to the next

level, making them faster and

more realistic.

With warp-speed snap rolls

and 3D texture-mapped ter-

rains, tunnels, and objects, Total

Eclipse is no exception. In the

game, 20 rounds of thumb-

crunching shooting action

blasts past at blistering speeds.

You’ll need strategic and tacti-

also available for 3do

cal savvy as you take on each

mission with a variety of selec-

table weapons.

A CD-quality sound track

amps the action.

Creature Shock:
Special Edition
by data east

playstation available fourth quarter '95

satum available January '96

"new levels,

improved gameplay,

and gorgeous

rendered 3d graphics"

In the year 2123, massive

overpopulation has forced hu-

mankind to seek new worlds

to colonize.

On its way to Jupiter and

Satum, one of the exploratory

ships, the Amazon, breaks

down. Since it’s believed that

an alien entity has attacked

the ship, you’re dispatched to

also available for satum

investigate.

A port of a

popular PC

game, Creature

Shock features

new game levels, im-

proved gameplay, and

gorgeous rendered 3D

graphics.

Descent
by interplay

all systems available fourth quarter ’95

also availablefor satum and 3do

An unknown alien race has in-

vaded the moon and now con-

trols the outposts of the Post

Terrain Mineral Corporation.

You must battle the alien

invaders in more than 30 levels

of high-speed, arcade-slyle

shooting action. This game’s

AJ. was designed to enable the

enemies to learn strategies and

adjust to your skill level. Eveiy

passageway hides power-ups.

The 3D graph-

ics rotate a full

360 degrees for

a deadly first-

person view in

both the one-

player tournament

and two-player head-

to-head modes.
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Your name on the leaderboard.

You have thought about it and dreame

about it. Stop dreaming. This game pu

you there. And it puts you there with

putts that physics cannot explain, and

drives that put a real hurt on the

competition, not to mention the ball.

Valora Valley Golf...where the

impossible is just another win.

-EADERS
p
R°
1 R

HOLE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

A PA R 5 4 4 3 5 4 4 4 3 5 4 4 3 4 4 3 5 4

Lee 1 2 3 4 4 4 5

MacDonald 1 0 0 2 3 3 3 3 4 4

Takahashi 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4

Levy 1 2 3 3 2

YOU 4 4 4 1 4 3 3 3 1 3 2 3 3 4 4 2 4 3

Schwartz 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

Robinson 0 0 0 1 2 2 2

Turner 1 2

Wilson 0 0 1 1 2

- c

Jenkins 0 0 0 0 1 2

2

f|p VIC TOKAI INC.

22904 Lockness Avenue, Torrance, CA 90501

-S^SBSiA;
'

Sega and Sega Saturn are trademarks of SEGA ENTERPRISES, LTD.

All rights reserved.



PLAYSTATION

Discworld
by psygnosis

available fall '95

Monty Python star Eric Idle

gives voice to some of the

personalities in this wacky one-

player graphic adventure.

Based on the best-selling

Discworld novels by Teny

Pratchett, the game's story line

is a fantasy/comedy tale that

includes dragons, wizards,

trolls, and dwarves. You en-

counter the above creatures in

a series of strange and weird

scenarios that'll make you

think and tickle

your funny

bone at the

same time. In

addition to Idle,

Doctor Who's

Jon Pertwee and

Black Adder's Tony Robin-

son provide voices for the

bizarre characters. The

more off the wall you can

think, the better you'll do

in this crazy game.

Revolution X
by acclaim entertainment

playstation and satum available winter ’95

Revolution X is making the trip

from the arcades to the Play-

Station. In this

rockin ’ game, you

must destroy the

New Order Na-

tion. During the

five levels of

nonstop shoot-

em-up action,

you travel from California to

England, armed only with ex-

ploding compact discs. The

gameplay is non-

linear - you de-

cide where to go

next. In the ar-

cades, Revolution

X is probably

best known for

its intense pics

and music of the rock group

Aerosmith.

also available for satum

"rev x includes

intense pics and

music of the rock

group aerosmith"

The Hive
by trimark interactive

available October

If you dig zapping insectoid

monsters, you won't mind be-

ing bugged by The Hive. A
deadly mutant strain of insects

has produced galaxy-destroying

“honey,” and an evil crime syn-

dicate is selling the stuff. In this

action/adventure shooter your

mission is galactic pest control:

Gun down the bad guys and

eliminate the Hivasects. The

Hive’s 360-degree gameplay

environment offers a variety of

bug-hunting challenges includ-

ing dogfights in outer space,

sabotaging the Hive, and wag-

ing run-n-gun battles.
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PLAYSTATION

SSI’s Slayer is one of the first

ADftD games for the

PlayStation. Prepare

for intense one-

player maze explo-

ration when you

enter a dark, sinister

dungeon. A random-

ized dungeon gener-

ator changes the adven-

ture each time you play,

altering mazes, monsters,

and puzzles for endless

possibilities.

playstation screens may vary

Slayer
by ssi

available October

Hi-Octane
by electronic arts

available October

On the bleak streets of the

21st century, you're in the

bloody business of unsanc-

tioned hovercar racing. Your

200-mph vehicle is armed to

its grills, but five other cars are

also prepped for high-octane

racing thrills.

"your 200-mph

hovercar is armed

to its grills"

MagZone
by trimark interactive

available december

You could have a Mag-ball

with MagZone. You'll race

magnetic cars in zero

gravity at speeds up

to 600 mph inside

vast three-dimen-

sional shapes. Pitted

against MagCar rac-

ers from all over the

solar system, you must

grab control of a mag-

netic geodesic ball and

fire it into an opposing

team's goal.

Warhammer Fantasy Battles
by mindscape

available november

The first of the Warhammer

licensed games, this disc is

set in a fantasy world popu-

lated by humans,

dwarves, elves, and

other like creatures.

As a human merce-

naiy commander, you

take on missions that

will generate funds for

your group and im-

prove your resources.

Your ultimate goal is the

restoration of the battle be-

tween the forces of the Em-
pire and Chaos.

Split Realities
by jvc

playstation and satum

available fourth quarter ’95

As Solo Axelrod, you’re the

only person who can slip be-

tween the worlds of unpre-

dictable nature and cold, harsh

technology.

In this one-player role-play-

also available for satum

ing game, you must

use advanced fighting

skills, ingenuity, and magic

to defeat an evil force that's

working overtime to destroy

both worlds.
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PLAYSTATION

BlockOut
by american technos

available October

A popular arcade puzzle game,

BlockOut is best described as a

3D version of Tetris. Geometric

shapes cascade into a well.

You eliminate the shapes by

rotating them to create combi-

nations. If you can’t match the

objects quickly enough, the

well fills up and you lose.

Puzzle games don’t have

fancy graphics and sounds, but

these enthralling games round

out any game system’s lineup.

BlockOut is a classic

game that’s a good

addition to the Play-

Station library.

"blockout is best

described as a 3d

version of tetris"

Zoop
by Viacom new media

playstation and satum available October

Zoop may be the most addic-

tive and original puzzle game

since the release of Tetris. The

concept is simple: Defend the

center of the screen from rows

of shapes that simultaneously

approach from four directions.

You defend yourself by

shooting at the shapes from

your color-shifting triangle in

the center. Touching the ap-

proaching shapes will either

also available for satum

change your

color or elimi-

nate the shape.

Zoop’s game-

play is simple

and absorbing. As

you advance through

each of the ten levels, the

onslaught quickens and the

backgrounds grow more

complicated.

3D Lemmings
by psygnosis

available October

Those idiotic little rodents

bent on marching to their

destruction are doing it one

more time. The most ambi-

tious Lemmings game to date,

3D Lemmings gives the game-

play a 90-degree, 3D twist for

a first-person.. .er, first-Lem-

ming view of the action.

Other enhancements include

20 trainer levels, ten sections

(100 levels in all), nine Lem-

ming skills, fully rendered

“Lemmings last re-

quests” screens, and

amusing new sounds.

If you loved Lem-

mings before, this

one will have you

queuing up in no

time at all.

.cat
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PLAYSTATION

The 11th Hour:
The Sequel to The 7th Guest
by virgin interactive entertainment

playstation and satum available november

3do available October

The chills from the popular

PC title The 7th Guest con-

tinue in this sequel as you

play Carl Denning, an inves-

tigative reporter.

In this graphic adventure,

Denning’s partner, Robin, dis-

appears and you must search

the sinister Stauf Mansion for

clues. The game promises horri-

fying surprises,

puzzles, and first-

person, live-ac-

tion 3D graphics

like the original.

Cybaria
by interplay

all systems available fourth quarter ’95

This PC portover is set in a

future where global terrorists

rule. A doomsday device is

discovered, and you must play

through 1 1 action/arcade

levels with complicated

puzzles to dismantle it.

Cyberia's action blends

near-photorealistic im-

ages with full-motion

video and a musical

score by Thomas Dolby.

also available for satum and 3do also available for 3do and satum

Butman Forever
by acclaim entertainment

playstation and satum available winter ’95

Acclaim worked closely with

the production crew of the

film Batman Forever to cre-

ate this game. Using a new

animation process, Acclaim’s

game makers captured

realistic images of the

film’s actors.

In eight levels with

more than 60 stages,

one or two players co-

operatively battle Two

Face and the Riddler as

Batman and Robin. The

action/adventure-slyle

play features computer-

rendered backgrounds

derived from the film.

also available for satum; playstation

screens may vary

Caspar
by interplay

all systems available fourth quarts

Based on this summer’s flick,

this game puts Casper and his

uncles in the middle of puzzle,

action, and strategy gameplay.

Casper wants to become

a real human being, so you

guide him as he explores

Whipstaff Manor in search of

missing pieces of the Lazarus

Machine. To complete your

search, you’ll have to find se-

cret objects and solve more

than 20 complex puzzles.

Casper can morph, fly

through walls, and more. 3D

animation illustrates the

spooky game.

o available for 3do and satum
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PLAYSTATION

3-Decathlon
by virgin

available november

Decathlons are exciting athletic

contests, but pump them up

with rendered 3D graphics and

digitized sound,

and you have a

shot at a gold-

medal game.

The ten

Olympic-scored

events include

100-, 400-, and 1500-meter

races, long jump, shot put,

high jump, hurdles, discus,

pole vault, and javelin. Control

a male or female athlete com-

peting against 18 countries.

Multiple

camera an-

gles, instant

replays, eight-

player games,

and even ani-

mated medal

ceremonies round out the

arcade-style action.

"the ten olympic-

scored events include

100-, 400-, and

1 500-meter races"

Criticom
by vie tokai

playstation available december

satum available february '96

Another entry in the two-

player head-to-head fighting-

game sweepstakes, Criticom

has a lineup of eight warriors

to choose from.

Drawn from a technologi-

cally superior race of beings

known as the Chosen Ones,

each warrior is from one of

two clans. In standard fighting

gameplay, the characters spar

also available for satum

from their own

home-base

arenas and

battle to the

death with an

array of more

than 80

moves, f

vances, the character

evolves and develops fur-

ther. Gorgeous cinematics

tell each character's stoiy.

Silverload
by vie tokai

available december

In the Old West, deep in the

desert, sits a town called Sil-

verload. When disaster strikes

the town, some speak of a

curse. Some townspeople even

believe werewolves and other

monsters haunt a local mine.

You’re a bounty hunter

hired by settlers to find their

kidnapped son. In this one-

player, graphic role-playing ad-

venture, you must unravel the

playstation screens may vary

n ~

town’s se-

crets, includ-

ing investi-

gating the

mysterious

preacher,

finding the

missing boy, and de-

stroying the monsters

lurking in Silverload.

This game is a direct

port of the PC version.
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and prepare for

CARNAGE.

War-torn terrain and 3D graphics are ultra-realistic.

Look out for enemy vehicles, ships, and aircraft -

then vaporize them with bone-shaking explosions!

Real-time combat and real-life conflicts -

a Middle Eastern invasion, a brutal siege in

Eastern Europe, gun-running in South America,

piracy in the South China Seas... 26 killer

missions in all! Including night and day assaults.

msnumi
Thunderstrike 2 Is a trademark ot JVC.0 1995 U.S. Gold. Inc.

Sega and Saga Saturn are trademarks ot Sega Enterprises. Ltd.

PlayStation and tne PlayStation logo are trademarks

ot Sony Computer Entertainment. Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Lone Soldier
by telstar

available fall '95

Telstar’s a new company out

to make a name for

itself on the Play-

Station and PC.

Lone Soldier fea-

tures a rendered

Rambo-type charac-

ter in an action/ad-

venture shootathon.

You'll set off fireworks

from above and behind as

the heavily armed hero at-

tacks evil forces in a jun-

gle, Middle Eastern city,

and alien settlement. No
wonder he’s alone.

G Police
by psygnosis

available first quarter ’96

In this futuristic cop game,

you pilot a gyrocopter through

a sci-fi city a la Blade Runner.

Your job: Track down the

criminals at large and stop

them. The 3D graphics in this

mission-based strategy shoot-

em-up are stomach churning.

"the 3d graphics

in this strategy

shoot-em-up are

stomach churning"

fi-Train

by maxis

available winter '95

You run a railroad in this

strategy simulation game

from the makers of

SimCity and Sim-

Earth. Success re-

quires a combina-

tion of city building

and railroad manage-

ment, including logistics

like where to lay tracks,

how to schedule more

than 40 freight and

passenger trains, and

understanding financial

management to keep

your business solvent!

Hyper 3D Pinball
by virgin

playstation and satum

available first quarter ’96

Hyper 3D is realistic pinball

action in a rendered

3D environment.

Features include six

tables, realistic con-

trols and ball move-

ment, top-down or
3
/4-overhead view

perspectives, jet

bumpers, jackpots,

special ramps, combination

bonuses, a super spinner,

hidden areas, video modes,

and multiball options.

also Available for satum

filien Virus
by vie tokai

available October

When you land on Station

Zeus, it's deserted. In this one-

player action/strategy game,

you must explore the station

and solve the mystery of the

missing crew.

From a first-person perspec-

tive you select commands from

a menu bar to

ferret out items

and uncover clues

to discover the fate of

the crew. Ifyou don’t

resolve the mystery in

time, unspeakable terror

will find you.

EJ gamepro's cutting edge • spring 1996
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Zero Divide:
An unrecoverable program error, causing a potential system crash.

The first truly complete 3D, 360° Fighting game
Superbly detailed graphics, unprecedented fighter control, high

quality soundtr^cKfawesome depth and challenge are all combined

to give you the '^pst complete fighfpg game

Get it at

rfence available.

mmg | qjai

»

10 ruthless fighters (including two

hidden bosses) that feature never before

seen fighting styles, weapons and

projectile attacks

Unleash an arsenal of deadly moves ane

killer combos and for the first time in

any 3D fighter-jumping attack# comb:

Zero Divide’s unique Ring Edge allOwsfl

skillful fighters to grab onto the rim of the

ring and pull themselves back into the fight

With a memory card, save and relive ydur

entire match

Select four completely different camera

angles, including an innovative perspect

from the fighters viewpoint and a rotating?

360° view even in replay mode

i
# 'Lx

>
.

ft ‘
.

; -

w :
* w

# f to o % G £ C % %

©Zoom Inc. 1995 ZERO DIVIDE™ is published under license from Zoom Inc. All rights reserved. ZOOM
©Time Warner Interactive All rights reserved.
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As Sony and Sega push advanced 32-bit gameplay,
NINTENDO IS QUIETLY PREPARING TO

STEAL THE SHOW... IT HOPES.

By The Whiz

Killer Instinct

S
o far Nintendo is playing

the same 64-bit tune it’s

played all along: The Nintendo

Ultra 64 (NU64) will be a car-

tridge-based unit, and it’s slated

to make its debut in April ’96.

The price tag has been quoted

at a tantalizing $249, dipping

to $200 in some reports.

History.

No Mystery
The NU64 background is fairly

common knowledge by now.

Nintendo teamed up with Sili-

con Graphics Inc. (SGI), which

produces a stellar line of graph-

ics supercomputers, endowing

the Ultra 64 with power-packed

gameplay potential.

At the Winter Consumer

Electronics Show in Januaiy of

this year, SGI reported that the

Ultra 64 hardware was com-

plete, and at that time, Nin-

tendo predicted a fall '95 re-

lease date. In May, just prior

to the Electronic Entertainment

Expo where the Sony Play-

Station and the Sega Saturn

made their U.S. debuts, Nin-

The Nintendo Ultra 64 is coming-in

April 1996.

tendo designated November

for the debut of the NU64 in

Japan and April 1996 for the

American release.

Workstation Meets
Game Machine
Although details remain sketchy,

the NU64's SGI pedigree makes

it hard not to believe this unit is

a potential gameplaying mon-

ster. The SGl-designed system is

built around a 64-bit MIPS

R4200 chip and an SGI 64-bit

Reality Immersion pro-

cessor. It’s basically a

scaled-down version of

SGl's Reality Engine

graphics computers. In

fact, Nintendo uses SGI

graphics workstations as

its development systems.

The Dream Team
Of course, it takes time to learn

to create a good game for a

new system, which is basically

the reason for the NU64's 1996

due date. To help speed up

game production, Nintendo

created a “Dream Team” of

software publishers and - like

all all-star clubs - some of your

favorite players didn’t make the

cut. Here’s who did:

Acclaim is working on a

game based on the comic

Turok: The Dinosaur Hunter.

GameTek has a sci-fi vehicle-

combat cart based on the

Roboteeh animated fea-

tures. Mindseape is mak-

ing monsters for Monster

Dunk basketball. Sierra

On-Line will re-create its

World War 1 flight sim,

Red Baron. Spectrum

HoloByte will fly its PC
flight sim Top Gun on

the NU64. Williams Entertain-

ment will bring Doom into

Nintendo’s fold. Nintendo itself

is on record with two Ultra

no-brainers, Cruisin’ USA and

Killer Instinct, games already in

the arcades.

32 or 64?
The question eveiy high-end-

system shopper should be ask-

ing themselves now is: How do

32-bit systems match up to a

64-bit system? Unfortunately,

that question must remain

unanswered until gamers actu-

ally get some hands-on NU64
action. Just the same, any at-

tempts to map out the future

landscape of video gaming are

in vain without the Ultra 64. F

Turok: The Dinosaur Hunter

ezt gamepro's cutting e
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Killer Instinct

by nintendo

available spring ’96

One of Nintendo’s first titles

for the Ultra 64 will be Killer,

the two-player head-to-head

fighting game that’s been a

huge hit in the arcades and on

the SNES.

Killer’s most notable for its

beautiful texture-mapped, ren-

dered fighters programmed by

Rare, the same folks that did

Donkey Kong Country. Spec-

tacular background graphics

are the icing on the cake.

In terms of play

mechanics, Killer

Ultra 64 should

be absolutely

identical to the

coin-op game.

Look for all ten

fighters, special moves,

air attacks, release moves,

Shadow moves,

Danger moves, and monster

combos with up to 46 hits.

Robotech
by gametek

available summer '96

It’s 1999. Civil war has ravaged

the planet, and Earth as we
know it is no

more. A derelict

alien spaceship

crashes in the

South Pacific,

and people

from eveiy

country band

together to restore it.

When the aliens come to

retrieve their missing property,

you man the restored alien

spacecraft, prepared for a

deadly battle.

Then the space-

craft accidently

warps across

the solar sys-

tem. You’re in

command, so

you pilot the

craft back to Earth. It’s too

early for more details, but

look at the awesome graphics.

"you man the restored

alien spacecraft,

prepared for a

deadly battle"

Crais'n USft
by nintendo/williams

available spring ’96

This fender-banging port pf

the coin-op game leads road

racers across countiy in a mul-

ticar rally.

Drivers select from a snazzy

stable of high-priced horse-

power like Stingrays and Fer-

raris. The cars pack plenty of

punch in either Cruise-O-Matic

or Manual 4-Speed Power-

shaft. Drivers choose a behind-

the-car or behind-the-wheel

perspective.

El

tucked into a

comer to

provide a

clear view of the scenic

courses. The forward-scrolling

action drops you right on the

roadway for a dizzying view of

the 360-degree racing action.

Key dis-

plays like the

speedometer

and radar are

gamepro's cutting edge • spring 1996



The challenging game of combat and strategy

where you lead a team of commandos on a

full-out extraterrestrial assault.

Exclusively designed for use on

the PlayStation
1

' game console.

PlayStation

f/, 3
1-800-879-PLAY http://www.microprose.com

and the PlayStation logos are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment, Inc.

©1995 MicroProse Software, Inc. All rights reserved.
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NU64 needs a stable of

solid software to play cateh-up

with the other new platforms.

Doom, the now-classic, first-

person shoot-em-up, is a must.

As a marine trapped in hell,

you battle hell's many evil

denizens in maze-exploration

run-n-gun action based on the

hit PC game. To survive, you

must search Doom’s corridors

for power-ups, various wea-

pons, and - of course - the

way out! This could be the

best Doom version ever!

also available for satuni and plays-

tation; ultra 64 screens may vary

Top Gun
by spectrum liolobyle

available spring '96

Top Gun takes off midway

through the plot of the movie

of the same name. In the Tom
Cruise role, you must com-

plete Fighter Weapons

School, compete for the

Top Gun trophy, and

finish 40 combat missions

in Cuba, Korea, and Libya.

The game includes a cast of

more than 20 characters, in-

cluding actor James Tolkan,

who reprises his role as

Hondo. Based on the

PC game with interac-

tive video cut scenes

and more than 4000

lines of dialogue, this

game will likely com-

bine footage from the

flick with first-person

flight-sim action.

Turok: Dinosaur Hunter
by acclaim

available spring ’96

Acclaim's first Ultra 64 title,

Turok: Dinosaur Hunter, has a

comic of the same name. At

press time, Turok is still in the

conceptual, stoiyboard stage

with few details available

about actual gameplay.

Acclaim plans to capture the

look and feel of the comic for

its premiere game. Turok will

also rely heavily on the use of

Acclaim’s new motion-capture

animation process, which will

work in tandem with the Ultra

64's processing power to create

many of the game’s visuals.

EJ gamepro's cutting edge • spring 1996
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EXPANDING
Wing Commander III: Heart of the Tiger

blew away all of its competition on PC-CD, sweeping

awards from Computer Game Review
,
InterActive

Gaming, Login Magazine and Entertainment Weekly.

Now, the best-selling ORIGIN Interactive Movie is

available on the 3DO™ System, and is coming soon for

Sega™ Saturn™, Sony® Playstation and Macintosh®!

Match wits with an ensemble cast, including Mark

Hamill, Malcolm McDowell, Tom Wilson, Jason

Bernard, and John Rhys-Davies.

Then match dogfighting skills with the Kilrathi race

from the cockpit of your Confederation starfighter.

DON'T WATCH THE GAME,
PLAY THE MOVIE!

m ’

http://www.ea. com/origin, html
ORIGIN Systems is an Electronic Arts

4 Company *5918 West Courtyard Dr. • Austin, TX 78730

© 1995, ORIGIN Systems, Inc. Heart ol the Tiger is a trademark of ORIGIN Systoms, Inc. Origin, Wing Commander and Origin

Interactive Movie are registered trademarks ot ORIGIN Systems, Inc Electronic Arts is a registered trademark of Electronic Arts. Sony is

a registered trademark of Sony Corporation. PlayStation and the PlayStation logo are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc.

3DO, the 3DO logos, and the 3DO Experience symbol are trademarks of the 3DO Company. Sego and Sega Soturn are trademarks

of SEGA ENTERPRISES, LTD. All rights reserved. Macintosh is a registered trademark of Apple, Inc

@ORIGIN
M Interstim^Mvie
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SOMETHING NEW
3D0 s lechnologij is ruuo gears old. bul an upgrade's on me uiag.

Bg The whizz

I
f you’re just now getting into

all the flash and glitz of CD-

based 32-bit game systems, re-

member that all the noise star-

ted in 1993 when 3DO’s Pana-

sonic Multiplayer hit the scene.

The current "next-generation"

wars feature Sony and Sega,

two megabuck companies, tar-

geting 3DO (and each other)

after having had two-plus years

to build “better mousetraps.”

First 32-Bit
The 3DO game system is pow-

ered by an ARM60 32-bit RISC

CPU with a separate 32-bit

graphics processor. Three mega-

bytes of RAM and a double-

speed CD drive help propel

the action.

Other features include AV
(stereo audio) and Super VHS
output. You can also daisy-

chain controllers, which elimi-

nates the need for a separate

multiplayer adapter.

3DO's Advantages
Because the 3DO’s been around

longer, some buying guidelines

are fairly clear. One of its strong

points from a consumer’s per-

spective is the shopping choices.

Panasonic and Goldstar make

3DO systems in the U.S. (Sanyo

makes a 3DO system available

only in Japan.) Panasonic has

two models: the original FZ-1

and its replacement, the FZ-10.

Goldstar calls its 3DO system the

Goldstar Interactive Multiplayer.

The newer FZ-10 has just

a few noticeable differences

from the other units. The Pan-

asonic FZ-1 and the Goldstar

have motorized CD-access

drawers. The FZ-10 has a sim-

pler-to-use flip-up cover, which

also contributes to its much

more compact and streamlined

look. Additionally, the FZ-10

has an improved memory-man-

agement system that makes it

easier to save games in progress.

More 3DO
Advantages
Another 3DO plus is its price

point. Panasonic and Goldstar’s

$299 deal is similar to the

Sony PlayStation's; however,

the 3D0 systems include one

controller and bundled games,

whereas the PlayStation doesn’t

come with any games. Pana-

sonic’s pack-in CD is Gex, an

m gamepro's cutting edge spring 1996
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The Goldstar Interactive Multiplayer

excellent action/adventure

game by Crystal Dynamics. The

Goldstar features two games by

Electronic Arts: Shock Wave, a

topnotch shooter, and FIFA In-

ternational Soccer, the leading

soccer sim.

You might also score a

good deal if you watch the ads

for electronic hardware stores.

One California retail outlet had

Panasonic 3D0s going for

$199 sans the pack-in game.

Players eager to go gung-

ho on games might find their

favorites in the 3D0's large

game library. It currently stands

at 190 titles with more on the

way come Christmas.

MZ Out There
Finally, if you go for a 3D0

system, you get an upgrade

path. 3D0 has unveiled an up-

grade technology called M2
that’s poised to pump 64-bit

muscle into its 32-bit systems.

On paper, M2’s impressive.

The technology gets its punch

from ten custom processors

built around a custom Pow-

erPC 602 CPU, a 66-mHz RISC

chip. Yes, that’s the same Pow-

erPC chip family that’s cur-

rently the “apple” of IBM’s eye.

The FZ-1 is Panasonic's original 3D0 system, but it's most likely been replaced by the FZ-10

on most store shelves.

Additionally,

the M2 hardware

is designed to

make it easier for

game developers

to create snazzy

visuals by up-

grading basic

3D0 hardwired

graphics tools -

texture mapping,

Mip mapping,

Gouraud shading,

filtering, and 30-

perspective cor-

rection - to make

them comparable

to or better than

the current 32-bit

competition. Of

course, how and

if such top-end

specs reach our TV screens is

up to game programmers...but

what potential!

Gamers in Mind
The M2 will also sport a few

nifty options for gamers. New

internal nonvolatile memory will

make it easier to capture and

archive high scores. A trans-

portable memory-storage card

will enable you to continue a

game on a friend’s system. And

the M2 will house additional

peripheral-card slots for mo-

dems and multiplayer action

with several networked 3D0s.

Nice! But When?
M2 will be backward compati-

ble with existing 3DO systems,

and it will arrive in two forms.

Current 3D0 owners will be

able to purchase a dealer-in-

stallable upgrade card, while

first-timers can opt for a

brand-new standalone unit.

But when will M2 arrive?

That’s a big question, so stay

tuned for announcements

from Panasonic and Goldstar.

fi 3DO Future?
You might find a good deal

on a good game machine if

you look at 3D0 systems, and

a 3D0 with M2 could be very

cool. However, the games are

what you need to watch for.

Look for your favorites before

you leap.

All that silicon will propel

data through a 64-bit bus with

a bandwidth of 528 megabytes

per second. That’s fast! It also

means that optimum 3D0/M2

graphics-generating performance

reaches mind-boggling numbers

like rendering speed of 100 mil-

lion pixels per second and 1

million polygons per second.

gamepro's cutting edge* spring 1996
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Ditka’s back! This time, however, Iron

Mike’s coaching for Digital Pictures’

Quarterback Attack, a full-motion-video

(FMV) football game for the 3D0 and Sat-

urn that’s due out in time for all you armchair QBs.

Quarterback Attack puts you behind center to take the snaps

on offense. You’ll command your team via a helmet-cam view for

a real quarterback’s perspective on the game. Don’t screw up,

though, because the realistic, FMV, first-person view will stick Mike

Ditka right in your face.

Ditka plays the more-than-demanding coach in this

game; however, you’ll be totally in control of the pass-happy

offense. You’ll play with three eligible receivers, who you'll tiy toB pick out of the crowd

using a realistic down-

field view. There are a

handful of running

plays, and you’ll be able

to scramble, but the

game essentially chal-

lenges you to bomb
away at the defense.

Ooooh, do they

hate that, too! Defensive

linemen will be charging full speed ahead since you’ll usually

be passing. You’ll learn to read opposing defenses and call audi-

bles at the line against defensive adjustments...or get your butt

kicked. Bone-jarring sacks will have you staring out of your

helmet’s earholes.

Just like in a real game, you won’t get any hands-on defense

or special-teams work as the QB. But unlike a real game, you won’t

have to watch the opposing offense work

over your defense.

If you think you’d like to be a quar-

terback, you might want to get into Attack

mode. Mike Ditka certainly wants you! F T ,

by digital pictures

3do and satum

available October

'don't screw up, though,

because the realistic,

fmv, first-person view

will stick mike ditka

right in your face"

also available for satum

EH gamepro’s cutting edge • spring 1996
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Daedalus Encounter
by Panasonic software

available September

This interactive sci-fi adventure

is a perfect port from the PC

to the 3DO. The game’s cen-

terpiece is two hours of live-

action video starring Tia Car-

rere and Christian Boucher as

your ship’s crew.

In this one-player game,

your small scavenger ship is

caught in the wreckage of an-

other vessel, and the tangled

mass is about to crash into an

alien sun in the middle of an

embattled galaxy. As you’ve

guessed, you’re the only one

who can save the craft and her

crew from a gaseous grave.

You play the game as Casey,

a biomechanical probe. Work-

ing with the crew, you solve

progressively more difficult

puzzles, survive action se-

quences, and explore the ship

as you look for a solution to

the problem. Daedalus En-

counter flies at three levels

of difficulty.

Movie-quality production,

including an original score,

really ups the ante. Advanced

computer graphics flesh out

the action and interface well

with the live-action sequences.

With its cast of stars,

Daedalus Encounter is one of

the highest-profile projects

coming for the 3DO this fall.

Gex
by crystal dynamics

3do available now

satum and playstation

available winter '95

Gex isn’t new for the 3D0, but

it is the hottest platform-action

game available for the system

to date. And since it's coming

for the Satum and PlayStation

later this year, Gex is definitely

worth another mention.

Your Gex-cellent adventure

begins when you become Gex,

a small gecko, and enter a

strange television world. To es-

cape this weird realm, you must

collect remote controls and ulti-

mately defeat Rez, the evil wasp

who has entrapped you. The

many levels include such

strange TV lands as Graveyard

World (bad horror shows), Kung

Fu World, and Cartoon World.

The large levels include many

warps to hidden areas and

wacky end-level bosses.

Beautifully detailed anima-

tion and large sprites are com-

plemented by the digitized

voice of San Francisco come-

dian Dana Gould, who wrote

many of Gex’s one-liners.

This sticky-fingered lizard

will probably end up with a

spot next to Mario and Sonic

in the video-game-character

hall of fame. Either way, Gex

is a big boost for the 3D0,

and he’ll do well on the other

systems, too.

also available for satum and playstation
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commander'

by digital pictures

3do and satum available november

Yasmine Bleeth of Baywatch and Walter Koenig, who
played Chekov on Star Trek, for this one-player inter-

active action/adventure extravaganza.

Surge takes place in the 21st century. You’ve been

hired as a mercenary to protect the Brokaw Territory and

stop evil Drexil (played by Koenig) from taking over the

world and populating it with androids. Your team includes a

mercenary named Jo (played by Bleeth), as well as a com-

puter hacker and a resistance commander. Using an arsenal

of weapons, you battle androids and Drexil's other

minions across a desert and through a power station.

The gameplay in-

cludes first-person

shooting scenes, as FJ
well as interac-

tive scenarios.

your team includes

a mercenary,

a computer hacker,

and a resistance

also available for satum
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Zhadnost: The People's Party

To win, you solve some of

the more than 2000 puzzles,

including full-motion-video

jigsaw puzzles and pop-culture

quizzes. Strange humor happily

pervades this bizarre game.

by studio 3do

available now

The downfall of communism

has had some bizarre side ef-

fects. Take, for example, this

wacky interactive game show,

where you, too, can live the

capitalist dream.

As a citizen of the fictitious

Eastern European country

Bizarmia, you compete against

up to three other players or

the computer for mucho cash

in the most popular game

show on Bizarmia’s

65,000 TV channels.

BladeForce
by studio 3do

available September

The run-n-gun genre soars to

new heights in this one-player

action and flying game.

A futuristic city has

been overrun by a street

gang. Cruising above

the city in your Personal

Heli-Pak Flight Suit

through seven levels of

gameplay, you must ferret

out criminals and battle street

thugs in this 360-degree 3D

world. Each level

has four areas.

BladeForee’s

movie-quality an-

imation is so

rapid and smooth

that you may
need to bring

along your air-

sickness bag.

BrainDead 13
by readysoft

3do available may ’96

playstation available third quarter ’95

satum available third quarter ’95

From the crew that brought

you Space Ace and Dragon’s

Lair comes another graphic

adventure.

You play Lance, a com-

puter repair guru on a

quest to foil a mad doc-

tor's plan to dominate the

world. In the doctor's cas-

tle, you seek the Chamber

of the Brain. But Fritz, the

doctor’s half-human, half-

pet, seeks you, as does

a host of other campy

monsters like FrankenJock

and Draculette.

Brain Dead 1 3 boasts orches-

trated digital sound and breath-

taking cartoon-style animation.

also available for playstation and satum

Killing Time
by studio 3do

available October

In this one-player Doom-style

mazelike shoot-em-up game,

you're trapped inside an island

mansion. It wouldn’t be

so bad, except that

you’re trapped with a

bunch of party rejects

from the '20s.

A ghostly spirit needs

your help unraveling a

mysteiy that prevents

the island spirits from

resting in peace. Scads

of weapons, a horde

of the undead

romping through

the mansion, and

30 killing zones

make for ample

run-n-gun action

and fun.
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Ballz: The Director's Cat

"delightfully wicked grunts,

groans, and other

sounds emanate from

these ballzy fighters"

by Panasonic software C or wicked head-to-head fighting

available September -T action with a deadly sense of hu-

mor, you can’t miss with Ballz. The

enhancements in the Director’s Cut version make this se-

quel worth more than just a look.

To begin, they juiced the game's speed - this game is

three times faster than its predecessor. The nine fighters

and eight killer bosses are joined by a new fighter, Zom-

bie. All the characters are shown in rendered 3D graphics.

To add variety, each fighter sports new special moves and

can morph into another charac-

ter. The Director’s Cut also lets

you replay your victoiy from any

angle - even overhead. Finally,

delightfully wicked grunts,

groans, and other sounds em-

anate from these ballzy fighters.
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Directed by

.Yoshio KAWASAKI
and

Yayol YAMADA

Visit us in January at ff'B http://www.nuke.com

Hybrid CD-ROM for Windows and Macintosh

© 1$95 Caravan Interactive All rights reserved • For information call 1-800-734-9466

Zeddas.

Demon ruler of a

horrific castle, filled with

forbidden delights and ungodly terror...

Find him before he finds you!!!



3 D O

Kingdom: The
by interplay

available now

From the creators of Dragon’s

Lair comes Kingdom: The Far

Reaches, a fully animated

graphic adventure with a rich

soundtrack.

When a magic talisman,

“The Hand,” is shattered into

five pieces, dark magic spreads

throughout the land. As the

last of the Argent Kings, you

must find the missing pieces

and banish evil from the land.

Kingdom’s nonlinear game-

For Reaches

play includes both puzzle

and action challenges. The

story line unfolds differ-

ently each time you play,

depending on how you

use the game’s

more than 30

magic spells and

special items to

build your power

and skill.

Lost Eden
by virgin interactive entertainment

available fourth quarter ’95

In Lost Eden you’re transported

to ancient Earth, where magic

abounds and dinosaurs live (al-

most) peacefully with mankind.

With the help of Dina, a

dinosaur, you defend yourself

against an army of carnivorous

dinosaurs by learning how to

build citadels and fight off

hostile attacks. This takes a

combination of clever strategy

and good old-fashioned fight-

ing skills.

First released as

a PC game, this

eco-adventure in-

cludes realistically

rendered 3D gra-

phics, digitized

voices, and an orig-

inal soundtrack that

blends New Age music

and primitive sounds.

"search through 1 5 levels

filled with mazes,

trapdoors, passageways

and ruthless rogues"

filone in the Dark II

by interplay

available winter '95

A sequel to the popular PC
game, Alone in the Dark 11 is

another mysteiy thriller.

As detective Edward Camby,

you must find a kidnapped girl

and rescue her from a band of

gangsters. To locate the victim,

you search 1 5 levels filled with

mazes, trapdoors, passageways,

and ruthless rogues.

The combination of puzzle

and strategy play features

more than 70 new characters

and is illustrated with

terrifyingly realistic ren-

dered polygon graphics.
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3 D O

"slam 'n jam puts on a

playoff-caliber rendition

of 'showtime' basketball,

even though it doesn't

have 'nba' in its title"

by crystal dyamics Qlam ‘N Jam puts on a playoff-caliber

available now cJrendition of “showtime" basketball,

even though it doesn't have “NBA" in its ti-

tle or a shoe endorsement. It features five-on-five hoops with an

atypical behind-the-basket look.

Arcade b-ball fans will remember this down-the-

court view from Run ‘N Gun, the basketball coin-op

game. The view enables you to close in on the ball han-

dler on defense and nicely fill the lanes on fast breaks

as you cycle through players. You’ll be able to finish the

breaks in spectacular fashion, too. The gameplay is fast

and furious with plenty of variations on the dunk, in-

cluding 360-degree spin dunks and rim-hanging stuffs.

On defense you can block shots and even

call double teams.

Meaty options enable you to craft

the oncourt action to your tastes. You

don’t get actual NBA players, but you can

pick from teams representing all the NBA
dries (well, Oakland subs for Golden State

here). There are three basic modes - Ex-

hibition, Season, and Playoffs. Other

modes enable you to make the games

outrageous with such options as elimi-

nating boundaries and making

fouls nonexistent.

Slam ’N Jam '95 should ride

3D0 basketball junkies over until

the class of '96 steps up to the line.
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Flying Nightmares
by domark

available September

Flying Nightmares is a jet

combat flight sim that looks

like it’s hying to take its name

seriously. You jump in the

cockpit of a Harrier Jump Jet

and engage in an air-to-

ground assault that’s very simi-

lar to the British Falkland Is-

lands war in Argentina. The

enemy fire will be intense as

you run up against 100-plus

enemy aircraft and anti-aircraft

defense vehicles.

Your aircraft will be ren-

dered in texture-mapped 3D

detail. Your views to the kills

will include multiple cockpit

perspectives as well as external

looks at the aircraft and missile

camera angles. Full-motion-

video sequences will juice the

aerial action.

You'll even be able to fly

missions with up to three

wingmen. At least you won’t

have to challenge this Night-

mare alone.

by Panasonic software

available October

D is an interactive tale of mys-

teiy and horror. Your father

has killed himself, and you're

hying to find out why. The

CD uses intricately rendered 3D

graphics and multiple camera

angles to help guide you

through a dark and mysterious

mansion, the site of your fa-

ther’s demise. The mansion is

massive, and danger lurks

around eveiy comer.

You must uncover secret

passageways and find valuable

items that hide the key to your

quest. Some will protect you

from bizarre supernatural

adversaries. Be prepared to

come face to face with

multitudinous horrors, in-

cluding enchanted suits of

armor, evil apparitions, and

the undead.

D creates a dread-filled,

positively creepy atmos-

phere. But it’s likely to keep

mysteiy buffs caught in its

web of intrigue for days.

"d creates a

dread-filled,

positively creepy

atmosphere"
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PO'ed
by any channel

3do available September

playstation available winter ’95

PO’ed plays like Doom with

wings. Aliens have ripped a

hole in space, and they’ve

sucked you in! You repair

the damage via a first-

person view and mucho
firepower.

To survive, you must

search for weapons...espe-

cially since you start off

with just a flying pan. At

least you can find a jet

pack that enables you

to fly.

Your flight skills

are vital in order to

reach and survive the

40-plus levels. The aliens

assume many bizarTe forms.

But they all have one thing in

common...they’re PO’ed.

also available for playstation from accolade

Space Pirates
by american laser games

available September

American Laser Games gets

spacey with its latest full-mo-

tion-video gun game. Planet-

hopping pirates led by the

scourge of the universe, Cap-

tain Talon, have captured in-

nocent space colonists. As the

Space Ranger, you must zap a

gang of space scum in a first-

person-view gunfight. You

supply the gun. Don’t worry -

in space, no one can hear

them scream.

"american laser

games gets spacey

with its latest

full-motion-video

gun game"

Strahl
by Panasonic software

available September

Strahl is an interactive fantasy

adventure game that leads you

on a mysterious quest

of self discovery. As the

young hero, Alex, you

must find seven magic

cystals hidden in the

game’s seven stages.

The crystals eventually

provide you with the power

you need to become king of

your homeland.

This is one of

those games where

riming is everything...

you must hit a but-

ton immediately fol-

lowing an onscreen

prompt. Strahl is sim-

ple and strange...for

its title alone.

Shock Wave 2
by electronic arts

available november

It’s 37 years after the First

Alien War, and you've been

propelled through the Jump-

gate into another solar

system. With a fresh

arsenal of three cus-

tomizable weapons -

an A-l 10 Barracuda

Fighter, H-3 Typhoon

Hovercraft, and Big Ben

Gun - you must battle

alien assaults across six

solar systems. En-

hancements in-

clude a 400 per-

cent larger flight

path, enhanced

3D terrain, three

alien races with

new combat vehi-

cles, and 60 min-

utes of video.
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Congratulations. You called your first play as a major

league manager. And you did it while playing Top of the

Order, the awesome new interactive card game from

Donruss. To win, you

need brains. You need

guts. You need some

luck. Because you call

the shots, just like a

big league skipper.

0?
' rTTS

0T\WR.

IS HERE.

Play Top of the Order and you can draftan MLB team

from an 80-card starter deck of authentic game photos.

You can build a dream team

with booster packs, up to

360 cards in all. You can

challenge your friends.

Top of the Order. Get off

your butt. Get to the

store. Get it today.
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for dues amongst the 3000 beautiful

Bay. Like MYST? You'll love this.



NEO.GEO CD

This iech can present

ynu Lilith a solid library

nf arcade games and

neui games almost as

soon as it bits the street

The top-loading deck features a plain but functional design.

I

f you dig the notion of play-

ing exact replicas of arcade

games on your home system,

the Neo»Geo CD could be

right for you...that is, if you

enjoy Neo«Geo games. Last

year, SNK released the stand-

alone NG CD in Japan and the

United Kingdom, announcing

plans to convert its entire ex-

isting Neo»Geo library and all

future arcade games to com-

pact disc format.

According to SNK, the

CD will not affect Neo»Geo car-

tridge systems, which it still

plans to produce. Games will be

created first for the arcades; car-

tridge and CD versions will fol-

low approximately one month

after their arcade debut.

The CD system costs

$399, the Saturn’s original

price, but it represents major

savings to Neo*Geo fans.

CD games will cost between

$39 and $79 as compared to

$200, the current price tag for

Neo«Geo cartridges.

The Black Box
The Neo«Geo CD’s scheduled

for a U.S. debut in October.

Its basic specs are similar to

the current cartridge system’s;

however, there are two critical

enhancements connected to

the CD drive.

As in the cart system and

the arcade unit, the CD CPU

features a Motorola 68000

processor supported by a Zilog

Z80 graphics chip. The mem-
oiy, however, is massive: the 8

megabytes (MB) of main mem-
ory include 7 MB DRAM, 512

kilobytes (KB) of VRAM
,
and

' 64 KB of SRAM. That hefty

memory will help drive the dis-

play and cut down problematic

CD disc-access times.

The Japanese and U.K.

systems are plagued by lengthy

disc-access times - more than

30 seconds for some games.

The American units will use a

double-speed disc drive (with

300 kb per second through-

put). This enhancement along

with the beefy memory, will

eradicate the access problem.

Just be sure that’s the system

you buy.

Keeping It Simple
Painted in basic high-tech

black, the top-loading CD’s ex-

terior design is spartan. Two
controller connectors in the

front and RGB, AV, RF, and

. S-Video connectors in the

back complete the picture.

Neo«Geo fanatics will have

to get used to playing their fa-

vorite games with a standard

control pad rather than an ar-

cade joystick. You get two pads
$399 buys the CD unit and two controllers.
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The CD controller features four standard Neo»Geo action buttons and a

mini thumbstick.

in the deal. Each one features

four Neo«Geo action buttons

and a mini thumbstick for di-

rectional control.

If you gotta have Neo»Geo

games, this is a no-brainer.

Eighty games from the existing

Neo*Geo library are being con-

verted to CD format for the

system’s debut. Moreover, you

should expect bundled CD deals

when the unit comes here.

CD versions of the games

will duplicate the gameplay and

graphics from the arcades. The

audio, however, will be remas-

tered for the discs. You’re likely

to hear completely different

tunes, but the voice dialogue

should mimic the arcade games.

The Neo»Geo CD could

be a great (if pricey) second

system for hardcore arcade

gamers. Or it can be all the

system a true Neo«Geo be-

liever will ever need.
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N E O • G E O CD

Super Sidekicks 3
by snk

available October

Super Sidekicks 3 stokes some

powerful action with 1 00 megs

of authentic

soccer simula-

tion. The de-

tailed gameplay

includes precise

ball dynamics,

first-person-per-

spective angled shots, real-

istic soccer action, 64

teams, and word-champi-

onship tournament play.

"travel through seven

mystical lands in

search of seven

sacred books"

Magician Lord
by snk

available October

In this action/adventure quest,

you play as Elta, a powerful

magician. When a spell over-

comes his homeland, Elta must

travel through seven mystical

lands in search of seven sacred

books of wisdom. A progres-

sive difficulty setting makes

Magician Lord

appropriate

for players of

all abilities.

Baseball Stars 2
by snk

available October

A lifelike simulation, Baseball

Stars 2 comes to bat with

gameplay that includes all the

sport’s essentials, such as the

ability to substitute

pinch hitters, pinch

runners, and new

pitchers. The un-

usually large player

sprites are espe-

cially impressive in

combination with

the all-around spectacular

sound and graphics in this

two-player, 68-meg game.

firt of Fighting 2
by snk

available October

Southtown always has prob-

lems, and in this sequel,

they’re happening again. The

stars of the original Art of

Fighting, Ryo and Robert,

return to clash in the streets

with ten other characters.

The gameplay includes stan-

dard head-to-head fighting

action for two players, as

well as stoiy-mode combat

against the CPU. The fight-

ers in this game battle with

a new martial art called

Kyokugenryu Karate.

Fatal Fury 3: Road to the Final Victory
by snk

available October

The latest Fatal Fuiy saga

is sure to make it to the

Neo*Geo CD. This two-player

head-to-head fighting game

reduces the number of fighters

to ten (including Teny, Andy,

Joe, Mai, and Geese). But in-

stead of Tehashing the same

old Fatal Fuiy gameplay, this

disc’s fighting action takes

place on three planes, and it

includes a new fighting-level

system that ranks players after

each fight.
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Samurai Shodown
by snk

available October

In this classic head-to-

head fighting game, 1

2

samurai, ninja, and

knights gather in Japan

for the ultimate show-

down between warriors.

Samurai Shodown’s

two-player gameplay is

standard two-out-of-three-

round contests. Each combat-

ant has a repertoire of special

moves and unique weaponry.

Some even have animal side-

kicks to help out! The final

showdown is against the evil

boss, Amakusa.

Colorful stages and a zoom-

ing perspective provide an eye-

ful. Intense Kitana action!

Samurai Shodown II

by snk

available October

Samurai Shodown 11 is a 202-

meg, two-player, head-to-head

fighting-game masterpiece

with enhanced power, graph-

ics, and fighting moves that

go way beyond the original

Shodown.. .way beyond.

Four new characters up the

total playable warriors to 1 5.

The spectacular graphics are

just about the best to date in

any fighting game.

"shodown II is

a fighting-game

masterpiece that goes

way beyond the

original shodown...

way beyond"

The King of Fighters '94
by snk

available now

Ever wonder what would hap-

pen if the best brawlers from

the fiercest fighting games

battled it out? In the aptly ti-

tled King of Fighters '94, SNK

hand picked the top 24 com-

batants from four SNK head-

to-head fighting classics and

let them duke it out. Three

fighters each from Art of

Fighting, Fatal Fury, lkari War-

riors, and Athena form eight

teams for this ulti-

mate battle.

Innovative moves

highlight this two-

player heavyweight

fight to. the finish.

The team action in

this game heightens

the fighting fun.

Fatal Fury Special
by snk

available now

Fatal Fury Special combines

the best of Fatal Fury and Fa-

tal Fury 2 into the ultimate

tournament match starring the

Lone Wolves.

In addition to stan-

dard two-player, head-

to-head fighting action,

FF Special tosses out

15 characters (including

five playable bosses),

improved controls,

deadly special moves,

new stages, and a pow-

erful combo system.

There is even a hidden

fighter (from another popular

Neo*Geo fighting series) in the

game who will appear for only

the worthiest of opponents!
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Quick Hits Alpha Mission II

It’s big-time wrestling, arcade

style, as you climb into the ring

to toss, pummel, and pin your

opponents to the mat.

by snk, available October

More of the two-player head-

to-head fighting ADK does so

well - this time with a dark,

sinister twist!

by adk, available October

SNK’s first baseball game in-

cludes 20 teams, impressive

graphics, digitized voices of

announcers and umpires, and

great gameplay.

2020 Super
Baseball

Robot players populate the

baseball squads of the future.

In 2020 Super Baseball, choose

from 1 5 teams, and challenge a

friend or compete in tourna-

ment action.

by snk, available October

3 Count Bout

Two players guide eight fighters

through battle in eight coun-

tries in this gorgeous shoot-

em-up. Two bonus stages ramp

up the high-octane thrills, as do

the impressive graphics.

by video system, available October

One of SNK's original classic

head-to-head fighting games,

Art of Fighting’s always worth

another play.

by snk, available October

Aggressors of

Dark Kombat Baseball Stars

It’s the year 2525, and only you

can save Earth from an alien

invasion in this two-player ver-

tically scrolling outer-space

shoot-em-up.

by snk, available October

Aero Fighters 2 Art of Fighting

by snk, available October

Blue's Journey

Guide Blue through a series of

towns and landscapes to save

his world from environmental

disaster in this platform-style

action/adventure,

by alpha, available October

Burning Fight

It’s beat-em-up action for two

as you battle through the city

streets against thugs, street

gangs, martial artists, and even

your own friends.

by snk, available October

Crossed Swords

In this unique fighting game,

the first person action is with

super-powered warriors who are

tough to take out because

they’re invisible.

by snk, available October



N E O • G E O CD

Thousands of androids have

gone berserk in this sci-fi ac-

tion/adventure. You must de-

stroy them and Cyber-Lip to

save the planet,

by snk, available October

Double Dragon

The second in the hugely pop-

ular series of head-to-head

fighting games. FF 2 isn't the

best in the series, but it's worth

a look.

by snk, available October

Football Frenzy

Piloting old-style aircraft with a

rack of bombs and missiles,

you’re a flying ace on a secret

mission in overhead-view

shooting action,

by snk, available October

Kamov's
Revenge

Monsters rule the Earth in this

action/adventure clash. Your

job: Save the planet from a

gang of B-movie monsters.

by snk, available October

Lost Resort

Based on the movie, Double

Dragon calls on ten diverse

fighters to supply the action.

Each comes loaded with special

moves, including an all-power-

ful Charge move,

by technos ofjapan

available October

Take to the field in a frenzy to

scrimmage in arcade-style foot-

ball action that includes play-

by-play announcing and extra-

large player sprites.

by snk, available October

Survive 1 1 matches of hand-to-

hand combat in a quest to de-

feat the mysterious Kamov. This

one’s for one or two players,

by data east, available October

King of the
Monsters

A phenomenal horizontally

scrolling shooter, Last Resort

puts you in the pilot’s seat,

charged with battling the requi-

site horde of alien invaders,

by snk, available October

League
BowlingFatal Fury Galaxy Fight

Cyber-Lip Fatal Fury 2 Ghost Pilots

King of the

Monsters 2

This must-play game is the

original 3D head-to-head fight-

ing title that started the Fatal

Fury craze.

by snk, available October

Star-hop around the Milky Way
as the mightiest fighters gather

for the ultimate challenge - the

Galaxy Fight!

by sunsoft, available October

It’s big-time fighting and

wrestling with a bunch of sci-fi

monsters on the loose. Destroy

them as they rampage through

cities, battling each other.

by snk, available 1996

Afraid of strained muscles and

ugly shoes? Go bowling the

easy way with this simulation

for two players,

by snk, available October
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Mutation

Nation

In Mutation Nation, a mad
scientist’s experiment goes

awry and ghastly mutations

threaten the land. Guess what

your part is in this side-

scrolling action/adventure?

by snk, available October

Nam - 1975

This two-player combat shooter

returns a group of battle-

scarred vets to Vietnam for a

bloody rescue mission.

by snk, available October

Ninja Combat

Use all your ninja skills to sur-

vive relentless attacks from

friend and foe in this intense

action title.

by snk, available October

Ninja

Commando

Although you're armed with

numerous weapons and power-

ups, you’ll need to draw on
every ninjitsu skill to persevere

in this brutal beat-em-up.

by snk, available October

Puzzled

This game features Tetris-style

puzzle action for two as you

match colored squares that

drop from the ceiling,

by snk, available October

Riding Hero

Climb on your bad bike and

race a la Road Rash. Options

include role-play and Grand

Prix modes,

by snk, available October

Robo Army

In this beat-em-up, you man
the Robo Army, a special task

force dispatched to destroy the

evil Dr. J and his indestructible

army of robots.

by snk, available October

Savage Reign

Learn the Dances of Destruc-

tion for ten warriors in this

one-on-one fighting title. Then

punish opponents further by

learning the Dances of Doom!

by snk, available October

Sengoku

An evil warlord’s tiying to take

over the world in this arcade-

style action game. To stop him,

join forces with two samurai

warriors armed with special

powers and magic.

by snk, available October

Sengoku 2

Save history from the Black

Shogun in this action/adventure

game where you play as your

favorite samurai warrior. Power-

ups and magic abound,

by snk, available October

Soccer Brawl

evolved into a brutal sport.

Choose from eight teams and

two stadiums and prepare for

soccer combat,

by snk, available October

Super Sidekicks

Neo*Geo, Super Sidekicks scores

with realistic graphics and

arcade-style sports simulation,

by snk, available October
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Super

Sidekicks 2

You thought the first one had it

all, but here comes the dynamic

sequel to upstage it. You’ll find

more options and diverse

gameplay in Super Sidekicks 2.

by snk, available October

The Super Spy

In this first-person-perspective

shooter, you battle terrorists

whoVe taken over a high-rise.

by snk, available October

Top Hunter

This cutesy action/adventure

game for two players stars

Roddy and Cathy, bounty

hunters who battle space pi-

rates across the universe.

by snk, available October

Top Player's Golf

Get ready for a round of 1 8 in

this golf simulation that fea-

tures beautiful graphics and ar-

cade-style play.

by snk, available October

World Heroes

Eight warriors travel through

time to prove who is the great-

est fighter of all. World Heroes

is head-to-head fighting action

for one or two players.

by adk, available October

World Heroes

2 Jet

Another in the popular head-

to-head fighting game series,

World Heroes 2 Jet pits fighters

from around the world in a

five-day, one-fall contest.

by adk, available October

World Heroes

Viewpoint World Heroes 2 Perfect

A space shooter with a unique
3
/4-overhead view and 3D
graphics, Viewpoint packs

enough firepower to satisfy the

itchiest trigger fingers,

by vinimy, available October

In more head-to-head fighting,

the World Heroes gang returns

with six new characters. This

time, you battle to the Arena of

the Ages.

by adk, available October

The time-traveling warriors are

back again! In this round, ex-

pect more special attacks, in-

cluding Crazy Death Blows, as

you face the evil of a returning

foe, Neo*Dio.

by adk, available October
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Look for us on the World Wide Web
http://www.winternet.com/~funco

"fc HOLII

These Are Partial Lists

More Titles Are Available!

we Also otter: Gameboy, Game
Gear, Saturn, PlayStation,

Sega CD, 3D0, and Sega 32X
Want Something? Can’t Find It?

We’ve Got It!

We sell previously played video games
and accessories at great prices.

Call Funco Today! fJU

612*946*8113

HOLIDAY HOURS: Mon-Fri 10/30 thru 12/22 7am to 9pm. Saturdays 1 1/4 thru

1/27 10am to 6pm. Sundays 1 1/26 thru 12/17 10am to 6pm.

CLOSED: 11/23, 12/23-12/25, 1/1/96

Win a $25.00 Funco Gift Certificate!

1/4 thru --

1

Contest Rules: No purchase necessary to enter. Complete the crossword puzzle, cut it out and

then mail, along with your name, address and phone number to:

January Mail Order Contest, Funco, Inc., 10120 W. 76th Street, Mpls., MN 55344

All Correct Entries Will Be Entered in a Drawing.

Entries must be postmarked no later than January 31, 1995



The #1 video game magazine,

has gone online with America Online!

Keyword: GAMEPRO

Get hints, tips, passvv

codes for the hottest games

* Chat with the editors of GamePro

and other gamers

» Surf other gaming

sites on the net

» Talk to game

designers

» Download pictures of not-yet-

released games

* Grab playable demos of PC and

Mac games

Call America Online tnday and get cnnnected.

•J
America Online is a registered service mark of America Online, Inc.

Sponsored by
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By Corey Sandler &
I LeeAnne McDermottU
> This guide deDveFS the winning

Tima is running out For dear

old dad! lids exclusive foll-

colof Official Player’s Guide

gives you all the level maps,

strategies, and secret codes

you’ll need to rescue your

father from the spirit of an

ancient Mayan Warrior. With

this guide in your adventur-

er’s pack, success is only a

sling stone’s throw away!of the Espers.

SNES, PC CD-ROM
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By Corey Sandler

It's a brand new day for the

By Corey Sandler &
LeeAnne McDermott

on 15 oftoday’s hottest games, plus

tips and strategies for more than 30

other titles. No video game player’s,

out this 176-page strata

Products Order Form
To Order:
Fill out product order form and mail to:

GAMEPRO
P.O. Box “P”
San Mateo, CA 94402

Q Check/Money Order Q VISA Master Card

I Credit card No. Expiration:

Citv:

State-

Phone: ( 1

C< Complete the Order Form

•uc Add shipping and handling (see chart)

•& Add sales tax, residents of CA, IL, NJ and TX only

(CA = 8.25%, IL = 6.25%, NJ = 6%, TX = 8.25%)

ORDERS MUST BE PREPAID

Shipping and Handling Charges

$12.95 Code: BK-320 SNESS9.99 Code: BK-360

Genesis, SNES,

Game Boy, Game Gear



VIRTUAL BOY

Nintendo puts virtual reality practically into your pocket.

By The Whizz

T
o set things straight right

off the bat, comparisons

between the Virtual Boy and

Nintendo’s Game Boy stop at

the “Boy" monikers and the

monochrome game screens.

But the big difference is more

than the VB's $160 price tag.

A standalone tabletop

unit, the Virtual Boy looks like

a pair of oversized goggles on

legs. The viewer, big enough

to comfortably accommodate

an adult with glasses, is de-

signed to eliminate all external

stimuli, totally immersing play-

ers in a monochrome world

consisting of high-resolution

red images against a deep

black background.

Better Red
With LEDs
Even if you don’t buy a Vir-

tual Boy, you owe it to your-

self to check it out in a store.

The idea of monochrome visu-

als may turn some people off,

but the Virtual Boy’s 3D effect

is totally mesmerizing.

The 32-bit virtual-reality

system, powered by six AA
batteries, comprises an NEC
V810 CPU and a RISC

(reduced instruction-set com-

puting) chip set. The Boy goes

red thanks to Reflection Tech-

nology’s patented virtual-dis-

play technology called Scanned

Linear Array (SLA). SLA is built

around a vertical column of

tiny LEDs (light-emitting di-

odes) and a magnifying lens.

na

The Virtual Boy, while simple in

appearance, maintains Nintendo's

reputation for finely crafted

hardware.

fly completely around or under

objects with an impressive

360-degree viewing perspective.

The radical twin-handled

controller also gives the Boy

some cool. The design consists

of double pistol grips mounted

on either side of a control pad,

which features the on/off

switch, dual directional pads,

and six action buttons, includ-

ing two front-mounted triggers.

Boys Will Be Boys
For all of its impressive techni-

cal innovation, however, the

Boy has a few practical draw-

backs. The $160 price tag -

with carts running from $30

to $40 a shot - places the

Boy a noticeable notch below

the $249 to $349 price range

where the Saturn, PlayStation,

and Ultra 64 roam. But it’s still

pricey enough to make you

think twice.

Additionally, though Nin-

tendo reports that the six AAs

will last six hours, there’s no

AC adapter yet. Moreover, even

though the Boy’s battery-oper-

ated, it isn’t remotely portable

- unless someone produces a

shoulder mount.

The Virtual

Boy’s a serious

second system.

Too bad you

can’t take it

with you.

A vibrating mirror sweeps the

magnified image of the LEDs

horizontally to paint a full-

screen image. Combining two

displays together in one pro-

cessing unit produces three-di-

mensional graphics with full

depth perception and complete

rotational movement.

The proofs in the playing.

In Mario’s Tennis, for example,

the behind-the-player view

makes you feel like you’re right

on the court. Red Alarm is a

shooter that enables you to
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VIRTUAL BOY

Mario's Tennis
by nintendo

available now

Mario, Yoshi, and Donkey

Kong Jr. take to the court

in this VB title.

You get a great

game of tennis

thanks to the be-

hind-the-player view

that enables you to

hit forehands, back-

hands, overhead

smashes, lobs, and volleys in

singles or doubles games.

The computer controls

your doubles partner, and it’s

pretty good.

Telero Boxer
by nintendo

available now

With Telero Boxer, Virtual

Boy delivers in-your-face

robot fighting.

You go toe-to-toe

with mechanical oppo-

nents via a first-person

perspective that looks

your opponent right in

the gloves.

Hooks, jabs, and

various sucker pun-

ches seem to fly out

of the screen. Your

foes get stronger as

you go.

Mario Clash

available October

Although Clash was de-

signed by Shigeru Miya-

moto, the creator of

Mario and Donkey

Kong, this one-

player action/ad-

venture puzzler

is a little side trip

in the Mario series.

You can move

from front to back on

the screen as you clear

a path through Goom-

bas, Koopas, Spinys,

and Mushrooms.

Galactic Pinball
by nintendo

available now

This promising title could turn

out to be one of the best pin-

ball games around.

The bumpers, flippers,

and other pinball equip-

ment on the five tables

seem to float in outer

space. The “balls” are

actually pucks that

move with blazing

speed. You encounter

hidden bumpers, basement-

level tracks, and weird 3D

ramps that appear to snake

out of the screen.

Red filarm
by nintendo

available now

This space shooter’s wire-frame

images look positively simplis-

tie...until you start to play!

Red Alarm’s like an awe-

some stick-figure StarFox with

a behind-the-ship view that

enables you to fly over, under,

and around obstacles and en-



The Super Data Blasters have it all!

In-depth stats on hundreds of professional players

+ Inputting your own stats like the pros
+ Sending and receiving IR messages ,

+ “Fantasy Team” and fantasy games i
+ Trading Card Inventory I
+ Tons of organizer functions I





Here's a solid deck with a CD peripheral and consumer-friendly pricing.

All it needs is a steady supply of games.

Jaguar CD fits seamlessly into

the top of the Jag system unit.

By The Whizz

1 ike the 3D0, the Jaguar got

Li a jump on all this next-gen-

eration gaming business way

back in ’93. Jag support's been

slow to grow, however. Now
the once-innovatrve Jag is in a

shooting war with new systems

from deep-pocketed competi-

tors. Don’t blame the hardware.

Attention,

Atari Shoppers
The price tag for the basic Jag

system is primo - just $149.

Moreover, you get solid tech-

nology for your bucks.

The Jag's sleek low lines

make it look like a UFO about

to blast off. The cartridge slot

sits at the top rear of the unit

to make room available for the

top-mounted CD peripheral.

Flip the Jag around and in back

you'll see a built-in RF with a

separate connector for special

AV or S-Video cords.

The Jag gets its bite from

a RISC-based multiprocessing

architecture built around a

64-bit data path. Five special-

ized processors handle the

gameplaying chores, including

graphics, sound, and object

processing. The CPU is a Mo-
torola MC68000 processor that

clocks in at 13 mHz. The sys-

tem RAM weighs in at a re-

spectable 2 megabytes.

Cat Controls
The Jaguar’s most unusual as-

pect is its meaty controller,

which has succeeded in divid-

ing gameplayers into two armed

camps - either you love it or

you hate it. The basic control

layout - three action buttons

and a directional pad - is stan-

dard video game fare, but the

pad also has a 12-button key-

pad. That keypad gives the con-

troller a bulky look and feel, but

you can use it to activate spe-

cial features in Jaguar games.

nn

However, sometimes you must

slide a plastic overlay onto the

keypad, and that can be bother-

some during fierce action.

Jaguar's

Next of Kin
The Jaguar CD appeared in

September. The current

retail price is $149,

the same price as
j

the Jaguar sys-

tem unit.

The CD is

a classy-looking

peripheral with

sleek lines that fit

in nicely with the trim

styling of the Jaguar sys-

tem unit. It slides into the t<

of the Jag with an almost

seamless fit to create a top-

loading CD unit. An in-line car-

tridge slot at the top rear of the

CD enables you to play carts.

The CD system specs are

standard stuff overall, but the

unit has some personality. It’s

basically a double-speed CD-

ROM drive that moves at a 353

kilobyte/second data rate, but it

gets its claws from built-in

Cinepak technology. This com-

pression system will enable the

Jag to run full-screen, full-

color, full-motion video with

audio. Additionally, Atari plans

to beef up the system's video

capabilities with an MPEG2
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JAGUAR
full-motion-video cartridge

later in the year, which will en-

able the Jag to play full-length

video-CD movies.

There’s one other built-in

feature the Jag CD has that no

other system can claim - the

Virtual Light Machine (VLM).

VLM, a kind of light synthesizer,

is based on technology used to

create light shows and raves (re-

member them?). It produces vi-

sual effects in tune with any

music CD played by the Jag CD.

We Want Games
With Atari it always gets down

to the question of software

support - just ask any Lynx

fan. The Jaguar library has suf-

fered from spotty release

schedules and long waits be-

tween games. Of course, there

are outstanding Jag games
such as Tempest 2000, Iron

Soldier, and Cannon Fodder.

But the stable includes its share

of scary dogs, too.

The Cat

fls Cat Can
The Jaguar/CD combo certainly

sports the hardware muscle and

tantalizing price tags to make a

respectable run at the newer

32-bit systems. Tire Jag's vul-

nerability, however, lies with its

software underbelly. Watch for

the games! Keep watching for

the games!

More Jag carts could sharpen this



JAGUAR

Charles Barkley Basketball
by atari

available fourth quarter ’95

Basketball’s bad boy, Mr.

Barkley, stars in this two-

on-two hoops contest.

Build your team by

choosing from more than

20 players - including Sir

Charles. The play modes

include an over-the-top

head-to-head two-player con-

test and a tournament mode.

The half-court action features

a rotating 3D view of the court.

If you're good

enough in the tour-

nament mode, you

can work your way

to the top and go

up against Barkley

for the champion-

ship. You can even

pick up some product endorse-

ments along the way.

Ultra Vortex
by atari

available fall ’95

An unusual fighting game,

Ultra Vortex transforms the

player into one of ten eye-

popping, bone-crunching

warriors who battle under-

ground in arenas carved

from living rock.

Your goal is to defeat the

dreaded guardian of the Vor-

tex. The two-player head-to-

head fighting includes stan-

dard fare like special moves.

"ten bone-crunching

warriors battle

underground in

arenas carved from

living rock"

Thea Realm.
Fighters

availability date not yet announced

In this head-to-head fighter,

you’re one of 1 2 digitized

fighters. And unless you

defeat up to 21 other

fighters in a single

game, SurRaider will

conquer Earth.

You may recognize the

warriors - Atari used some of

the same actors that were digi-

tized into the char-

acters of MK 11.

Each warrior has

four or more spe-

cial moves plus

two “killer” moves.

Hidden sub-bosses

and characters

await you in this

fighter.

Defender 2000
available november

An arcade classic, this game"

was created by the designer

of Tempest 2000. At first

glance, the gameplay

looks like a trip down

memory lane, resem-

bling games like Life

Force and Gradius.

The side-scrolling

space-shooting action,

though, includes tons

of enemies and wea-

pons, bonus rounds,

enhanced ships, and

scrolling and warp-

ing backgrounds in

four modes of play.

The graphics, rem-

iniscent of Tempest,

are vety cool.
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save or pick up tips and cheats from

some of the best gamers around!

Nintendo
Super Nintendo
Sega Genesis

iystem, you gotta Get A Clue !

'

Sega CD
1 tip

: Super Nintendo
3 tips

Sega Genesis
3 tips

Alternative A
Systems

Get a Classic Clue
Dust off those old carts and get the

best tips for your favoite system!

Press 1 Nintendo
2 tips

Press 2 Super Nintendo
2 tips

Press 3 Sega Genesis
2 tips

Press 4 Hand Held
L 2 tips

Hot Picks
Leave your best

tip for Scary
Larry...you may
k get picked! 4

Slammin’
16-bit tip of

the week!

Calls average three minutes in length and cost $1.29 a minute.

Be sure to get your parents’ permission to use GamePro’s Hot Tips Hotline

. if you are under 18 years of age. Messages subject to change without

k notice. A service of Infotainment World in San Mateo, CA



JAGUAR

Vartina's Forces

jaguar cd available november

satum availability date not yet announced

As part of a United Coalition

of Planets Marine Attack Di-

vision, you lead a remote

team. Success in this one-

player shoot-em-up hinges

on your ability to make

sound tactical decisions.

Equipped with helmet

cameras and microphones,

you must maintain close

contact with your team,

coordinating their

movements and

monitoring their

mood swings,

morale, strength,

and resources.

Missions include

hostage rescue, base

captures, and equipment recovery

and reconnaissance.

also available far satum from accent media

by atari

available fall '95

This nontraditional game

comes packed in with the

Jaguar CD.

A sort of moving puz-

zle, the Vid-Grid scram-

bles music videos into

individual mixed-up

squares. You have to un-

scramble each music video

before the video ends. You

can choose to divide the

screen up into 3 x 3, 4 x 4

5 x 5, or 6 x 6

squares, upside

down or rightside

up, and more.

Full-length, uncut

videos from Red

Hot Chili Peppers,

Peter Gabriel,

Aerosmith, and

Soundgarden

are included.

Battlemorph
by atari

available October

The sequel to Cyber-V^__^^‘
morph, this realistic 3D shooter

includes many enhancements

over the original game. Look

for additional worlds and more

elaborate missions. You’ll even

have to explore tunnels and

areas underwater.

To adapt and fight in the

different environments, you

can reconfigure your Griffon

vehicle with fighter, tank, and

amphibious modes.

"look for additional

worlds and more

elaborate missions in this

sequel to cybermorph"

Black ICEXWhite Noise
by atari

available winter '95

It’s New San Francisco,

far in the future, and

you’re a street cyberpunk.

In this one-player strategy

action/adventure game, you

walk the edge between

the info-world of C-

Space (cyberspace) and

the tangible world of

the Street and the Meat.

The gameplay ranges

from creative cyber-

hacking to full-motion-

video encounters to

head-to-head battles

with digitized

gangs and

other wackos.
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JAGUAR

Battlesphere
by 4-play

available winter '95

Eight hundred years in the fu-

ture, seven extraterrestrial races

have agreed to

confine their

galactic warfare

to a small sector

of space called

the Battlesphere.

In this far-

out shooter, in-

dividual star-

fighters engage in gladiatorial

combat with an assortment of

ships, ranging from high-speed

fighters to nearly indestructible

battlewagons.

Four gameplay

modes will in-

clude first-per-

son dogfights,

a Missile Com-

mand-style

shoot-em-up,

four-player

links, and two-player coopera-

tive pilot/gunner flying.

"first-person dogfights,

a shoot-em-up,

four-player links,

and two-player

cooperative flying"

Baldies

available September

Use your wits and your squad

of scientists to build a society

with workers, builders, soldiers,

and scientists. Then use your

forces to conquer the enemy.

Sounds deadly serious, but

the action gets weird when

your scientists come up with

novel weapons like dropping a

skunk onto an enemy house in

order to make your foes run

onto a minefield. You also get

to drown, electrocute, and trap

the enemy in inge-

niously evil ways.

The A.1. enables

you to observe

your baldies inter-

acting, or to take

an attack role. The

game’s five areas

of play include hundreds

of levels - along with se-

cret areas and warps.

Commander Blood

Bob Morlock is the oldest liv-

ing being in the universe. His

millions of employees spend

enormous sums of money just

to keep him alive. But Bob

senses the end is near and

wants to go on a final expe-

dition into a black hole.

As Commander Blood, you

fly the Ark, aided by Hank (a

bioconsciousness) and Olga (an

onboard translator) and trans-

port Bob through a black hole

to the Big

Bang. You'll

have to de-

fend yourself

against alien

craft in this

graphic ad-

venture. You’ll also as-

sume various identities,

like a frozen-meat

salesman, and you'll

visit different universes

and planets.
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JAGUAR

Blue Lightning
by atari

available now

This one-player, first-person-

perspective flight sim is an en-

hanced version of the original

Atari Lynx game.

As an ace pilot for the

United Nations, you embark

on a mission to stop General

Drako, an international terror-

ist. To meet your objective,

you must design flight plans

for your F-18 and fly search-

and-destroy sorties over enemy

territoiy. You also have to pro-

tect cargo

planes and

UN aircraft that

are transporting

government officials.

Like other next-gen

flight sims, Blue Light-

ning’s action boasts

beautiful but stomach-

wrenching graphics.

FlipOut!
by atari

available now

Here’s a puzzle game with

an alien twist. You tour nine

areas around the Cheese Pla-

net. Each area features several

games with four difficulty lev-

els that range from normal

to psychotic.

Throughout the game, you

must flip colored tiles into the

correct positions while making

sure other tiles have vacated

that position. Two tiles cannot

rest on the same colored square.

Highlander Cy
by atari

available October

Based on the movies and the

television series of the same

name, Highlander follows the

adventures of Quentin Mac-

Leod, humankind 's last hope

for survival.

The sword-swinging, side-

scrolling action/adventure for

one tracks MacLeod ’s search

for the immortal stranger,

Ramirez, who will train him

with the knowledge he needs

to defeat the evil Kortan. The

game begins

with a quest

to rescue the Dundees from

Kortan ’s stronghold.

Special enhancements in-

clude cinepacked

sequences and

original dia-

logue from

the anima-

ted series.
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JAGUAR
Breakout 2000
by atari

available november

An update of the classic

Atari game Breakout,

this cart consists of the

familiar paddle, balls,

and playfteld that re-

sembles a wall of bricks.

Breakout 2000, though,

has a rotating playfteld

and a
3
/4-overhead 3D

perspective.

The object of the game

is the same - clear the

playfteld of all removable

bricks by bouncing the

ball on them but you'll

find new obstacles. Pre-

pare for more nonbreak-

able bricks and bricks that take

multiple hits to destroy. There

are also new power-ups that

speed up the ball, slow it

down, give you extra balls,

and more.

Hover Hunter
by atari

available October

In Hover Hunter, you compete

against multiple players in

high-speed hovercraft combat.

Warfare in the future takes

place on a battlefield where

speed, firepower, reflexes, and

intelligence are necessary to pi-

lot the attack hovercraft. You

view the rapid-fire action from

a first-person perspective

within the cockpit of your

craft. Alien terrain and deadly

enemies await.

"compete against

multiple players

in high-speed

hovercraft combat"

Skyhammer
by atari

available fall '95

This combat flight sim pits you

against a maniacal robot army.

In 2051 A.D., you’re a

vate defense operative

based in an oppressed

city. Your task is to

protect the populace

and defend the communi-

cation nodes from a merciless

mechanical force of ground at-

tack vehicles and flying drones.

Sure shots will earn you

power-ups to im-

prove your vehi-

cle’s specifications

with more wea-

ponty, engine

power, armor,

electronic counter

measures, and

advanced com-

puter systems.

White Men Can't jump
by atari

available now

Atari has several basketball

games in the works. White

Men Can’t Jump is based on

the movie of the same name.

The game showcases a two-

on-two blacktop, street-

style basketball shoot-

out. The fast-paced

oncourt action is

viewed via an auto-

matic zoom that angles

in and swings around

to catch the hoops ac-

tion from all sides.

The game comes

bundled with the Team

Tap multiplayer,

which allows play

for up to four

roundballers.
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gaming skill - at Iba grid nl youp Ills! ... or a limb ir Iwo! It's lime lo master

Scary tarry's haunted island prison, toil tind yonrsell trapped on a deserted Island

inside a haunted orison, ton most escaoe (be deserted dungeen, manoeier onl ol

the orison and cross tbe icy waters (bat block yonr way lo Irecdom, all wilhool

bitting a dead end...

It yon bate whal it takes In get tbroogb Scary tarry's haunted prison, wilb

all limbs intact, yon can be eligible lor tbe "lap o' tbe Collin" award and

bate yonr name and winning score pnblisbed in GamePro!

Beware! this new adientnre is mncb toughter tban tbe hanoled boose nr

barge da yon dare take the challenge??

PUIESL to be eligible lo win, yen most tind yonr way tbroogb Scary

tarry's baonled orison AIDE with tbe tastes! score, far tbe top S scores

we will leatnre yonr name and score in GamePro pins send yon a free

GamePro T-shirt!

For the Grand Prize winner, yon nsl get through Ibe prison within tbe laslest line. Tbe Grand

Prize winner will become “King nl Ibe Collin ,'
1

receive a GamePro t-slirt, a GamePro subscription

and get yonr name and score highlighted in nest month's GamePro!

NOW AVAILABLE
IN CANADA!

1
-900 -

451-3335
Calls cosl

CALL NOW AND TEST YOUR SKILL!

1 *900 *454*6600
Costs $1.29 a minute and calls average six minutes in length. Available to touchtone and rotary phones.

Be sure to get your parent's permission to call Scary Larry's Adventures if you are under 18 years of age.

Messages subject to change without notice. A service of Infotainment World in San Mateo, CA.



INDEX OF GAMES

Saturn
14.

.

. . Panzer Dragoon

16.

.

. . Daytona USA

16 Time Warner s V.R. Virtua Racing

18 Street Fighter: The Movie

18 .. . . Street Fighter: The Interactive Movie

19 NHL All-Star Hockey

19 NBA Action

19.

.

. . Worldwide Soccer

19 Pebble Beach Golf Links

22 Virtua Fighter

22 Virtua Fighter 2

23 Clockwork Knight

23.

.

. . Bug!

24.

.

. . GhenWar

24 Virtua Remix

24 Black Fire

24 Myst

25.

.

.. 3D Baseball '95

25 Blood Omen: Legacy of Kain

25 Blazing Dragons

25 Solar Eclipse

26 Defcon 5

26 Wing Commander 111

26 Parodius

26 Viewpoint

27 .. . . Grand Slam Baseball

27 .. . . Prime Time NFL Football

28 Street Fighter Alpha

28 Dark Legend

28 .. . . Rise of the Robots 2

28 Night Warriors: DarkStalkers' Revenge

29 Rayman

29 Cyber Speedway

29 Astal

30 Off-World Interceptor

30.

.

. . Robotica

31 NR Quarterback Club ’96

31.. .. Minnesota Fats Pool Legend

32.

.

. . Supreme Warrior

32 Corpse Killer: Graveyard Edition

32 Double Switch

33 Shinobi Legions

33 Virtua Cop

35..

35.

.

35..

. Dark Sun

. Romance of the Three Kingdoms IV: Wall of Fire

. SimCity 2000

. Vertigo

. Theme Park

. Amok

. The Horde

PlayStation
. . Tekken

. . Assault Rigs

. . Warhawk

. . Wipeout

. . Novastorm

. . Ridge Racer

. . Battle Arena Toshinden

. . Mortal Kombat 3

. . Psychic Detective

. . Air Combat

. . Cyber Sled

. . Syndicate Wars

. . Jumping Flash!

. . The Raiden Project

. . Darkstalkers

. . X-Men: Children of the Atom

. . Fox Hunt

. . NBA Jam Tournament Edition

. . Mortal Kombat 11

. . Primal Rage

. . Starblade Alpha

. . Shock Wave

. . Razorwing

. . Spot Goes to Hollywood

. . Road Rash

. . Twisted Metal

. . Destruction Derby

. . The Journeyman Project: Director's Cut

. . Ripper

. . Alien Trilogy

. . Steel Harbinger

. . Krazy Ivan

. . Doom

. . Ballblazer X

. . Frank Thomas “Big Hurt” Baseball

. . PowerSports Soccer

. . PGA Tour Golf

. . Goal Storm

. . FIFA Soccer '96

. . Kileak: The DNA Imperative

. . ReBoot

. . Team 47-GoMan

. . Agile Warrior: F-1 1 1X

. . Sentient

. . CyberSpeed

. . Johnny Mnemonic

. . Parasite
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NDEX OF GAMES
96.

.

. . Space Pirates

96. . . . Strahl

96 Shock Wave 2

Neo»Geo CD
102.

.

. Super Sidekicks 3

102. . . Magician Lord

102. . . Baseball Stars 2

102. .. Art of Fighting

102 .. . Fatal Fury 3: Road to the Final Victory

103 .. . Samurai Shodown

103. . . Samurai Shodown II

103 .. . The King of Fighters '94

.103 .. . Fatal Fury Special

104.

.

. Neo'Geo CD Quick Hits

Virtual B oy
113.. . Mario’s Tennis

113. . .Teleroboxer

113.. . Mario Clash

113... Galactic Pinball

113.

.

. Red Alarm

Jaquar/Jaquar CD

118..

. Charles Barkley Basketball

118... Ultra Vortex

118... Thea Realm Fighters

1 18.

.

. Defender 2000

120.

.

. Varuna’s Forces

120. . .Vid-Grid

120..

. Battlemorph

120.

.

. Black lCE\White Noise

121

..

. Battlesphere

121 .. . Baldies

121

..

. Commander Blood

122..

. Blue Lightning

122. . . FlipOut!

122..

. Highlander

124.

.

. Breakout 2000

124-. . . Hover Hunter

124. . . Styhammer

124. . . White Men Can’t Jump

84

85

85

88

89

89

89

89

90

92

92

92

94

95

95

96

. Quarterback Attack with Coach Mike Ditka

. Daedalus Encounter

. Gex

. Maximum Surge

. Zhadnost: The People's Party

. BrainDead 1

3

. BladeForce

. Killing Time

. Ballz: The Director’s Cut

. Kingdom: The Far Reaches

. Lost Eden

. Alone in the Dark II

. Slam 'N Jam ’95

. Flying Nightmares

.D

. PO’ed

Ultra 64

3 DO

61.

61.

61.

62.

62.

62.

64.

64.

64.

65.

65.

65.

65.

65.

66.

66.

66 .

67.

67.

67.

67.

68.

68.

68.

70.

70.

70.

70.

70.

. ESPN Extreme

. Shredfest

. Blades of Rage

. Total Eclipse

. Creature Shock: Special Edition

. Descent

. Discworld

. Revolution X

. The Hive

. Slayer

. Hi-Octane

. MagZone

. Warhammer Fantasy Battles

. Split Realities

. BlockOut

. Zoop

. 3D Lemmings

. The 1 1th Hour: The Sequel to The 7th Guest

. Cyberia

. Batman Forever

. Casper

. 3-Decathlon

. Criticom

. Silverload

. Lone Soldier

. G Police

. A-Train

. Hyper 3D Pinball

. Alien Virus

76.

76.

76.

78.

78.

78.

. . Killer Instinct

. . Robotech

. . Cruis’n USA

. . Doom
. . Top Gun

. . Turok: Dinosaur Hunter
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Chech out these neuj NFL Video Gomes!!

Sony’s first gridiron contest for the

PlayStation came together with help from

Steve Bono, Kansas City QB. A 3/4 over-

dered graphics, an updated

andabehind-the-QB view

ire for players

By Sony Compu
Available Now

Madden Football '96

(SNES, Genesis, PlayStation, Saturn, PC CD, 3D0)

"W'

f J
'

The longest-running series in video game

football is set to kick off in '96 with a sixth

version. Changes include new rendered

graphics, new play mechanics, a General

Manager feature, plus the ability to create

your own players and watch as they try out

for the NFL.

By Electronic Arts • Available Now

NFL Quarterback Club '9G
(PlayStation, Saturn, Genesis, SNES, Game Boy, Game Gear)

Acclaim took to the field last year with the

first version of this game. The '96 QB Club

boasts all 30 NFL squads, including the

two expansion teams, more than 800 offen-

sive and defensive plays, an 80 yard down-

field perspective, player fatigue factors,

and more.

ByAcclaim Entertainment •Available Now
(Genesis, SNES, Game Boy, Game Gear)

•Available 96 (PlayStation, Saturn)

Prime time NFL
(Saturn, Genesis, 32X, Game Gear)

Sega’s latest pro ball sim stars Deon

rs include

fficulty set-

tings, enhanced trade features, and amind-

boggling 204 different categories of stats

that are stored over the life of the cart.

Unnecessary Roughness '9G
(PC CD)

The '96 version of Unnecessary

roughness includes more finely-

tuned A.I. and gameplay, over 1000

NFL plays, a custom feature that en-

ables players to design their own
plays, updated stats, 20 additional

animations for each player, four new
player attributes, general managers

with salary caps, four-time Super

Bowl ref Jerry Markbrieght, and even Al Michaels to call the play-

by-play on the games!

NFL Full Contact

Konami plans to score big with a footbal

game that includes all 30 NFL teams,

play modes, 50 unique "Ump" modes,

and lots more.

By Konami • Available Now

Tecmo Super Boinl 3: The Final Edition
(Genesis, SNES, PlayStation, Saturn)

A classic series concludes with Tecmo’s

final Super Bowl edition of the game that

started it all. In addition to its familiar

side-view action, Super Bowl 3 has all 30

NFL teams plus real players, a player edi-

tor, a free agency mode, and playbook

options.

By Tecmo • Available Now

Front Page Sports: Football Pro '9G
(PC CD)

This latest upgrade of Football Pro in-

cludes the expansion teams, updated

statistics for every player, more realistic

graphics including camera views from all

over the field, and deadly serious football

simulation gameplay.

Sierra On-Line • Available Now

Ultimate Football '95

(PC CD)

In addition to bone-crunching football

sim action with real NFL teams, players,

stadiums, and action, this game includes

a Fantasy Football option. Use it to cre-

ate your or

ii up to 30 teams. You can even track

your Fantasy League in over 40 statisti-

cal categories and update it with real

1995 NFL stats.

By MicroProse • Available Now

NFL Pro League Football
(PC CD)

You're the coach in every way when you

line up in NFL Pro League. Real NFL

teams, players, and performance stats

combine with killer graphics and a flaw-

less execution for world championship
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Horn to Enter to Win!
Name the 10 teams who you think will make
the playoffs for the 1996 Super Bowl. Write

the team names, your name, address and

phone number on a 3x5 card and send t^

IFL GamePro Sweepstakes
|

^
826

^Crton, NJ 08077-0826

All correct entries will be pooled and randomly selected.

Third Prize (50)
Free subscription to

GamePro, T-shirts, and

Fighter’s Guide

Grand
Prize (i)
NFL Entertainment

Package:

• SONY 27” TV

• SONY PSX hardware system

• 2 1996 NFL PSX video games

First Prize (25)
2 1996 NFL video games

Second Prize (10 )

Pro Player shoulder to shoulder

jacket. Available in NFL team of

your choice.

<9™ 1995 National Football League Properties, Inc. All rights reserved. This material may nol be used without prior written agreement with National

Football League Properties Inc All other uses ate expressly prohibited. AH uses of this material are subfecl to die policies and guidelines ol National

Football League Properties Inc., including, without limitation, those set forth in the Color Guide. (Sony is the official AV electronics company ol the NFL)

OFFICIRL RULES

PRIZE RESTRICTIONS: Alternative prizes or cash will not

be ottered in lieu of prizes described above. Prize may not

be substituted, transterred, or exchanged. Other restric-

tions may apply.



QUARTERBACK

3-D
rendered

stadiums !*

Officially Licensed Product of

80 yards of.
viewable field!

all the top NFL'"

quarterbacks!

>player, game and full season stats! > substitutions ! >replays from any angle!* >perfect your
gridiron skills in the exclusive practice modeit >custom player feature—build your own dream
teamit simulation mode-change history in 50 game-breaking situations! >hyper audibles-choose
from 54 plays at the line of scrimmage! and more! <

Super N ES° Genesis" Genie Bnf Geme Geer" Saturn" P I a q S t a t i o n" PC-CD ROM

>K<Claim

all the players
that

l

count!

Either'

r 011 Have
ifii

over 800 plays
including authentic
QB signature plays

!

Or you

Don’t.

control any NFL™
player on offense

or defense!
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Our goal is to try and preserve classic videogame magazines

from years gone by before they are lost forever.

Thanks goes out to all the people who make this possible.

From the original editors and writers,

to everyone involved in acquiring and digitizing these magazines.

People interested in helping us out, in whatever way possible.

Either by donating classic magazines, scanning, editing or distributing them,

visit us at http://www.retromags.com

We are only interested in preserving classic magazines

that are at least 5 yeans out ofprint.

We have no desire or intention to profit from these in any way.

So please, ifyou come across people trying to sell these releases, don't support them!

Thank You and ENJOY!


